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Summary
This document sets out the strategy that Totnes Community Development Society has
followed in delivering engagement and consultation for Atmos Totnes to 20 December 2015
(including Regulation14). In addition to the strategy summaries of the activities carried out, a
number of examples of process, output and analysis have been included.
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Community Engagement Strategy
Aims
The aims of the public engagement at Atmos Totnes are to
1. Reach as many people as possible with information about Atmos Totnes
2. Allow as many people as possible to contribute to the design of the scheme
3. Facilitate the involvement of the public in the design review process in partnership
with the Atmos Totnes Design Team

The design for Atmos Totnes will be based on the foundations or ‘brief’ given by the
community. This will provide one set of constraints and opportunities. The design team will
then work to establish the physical and technical constraints and opportunities from which
the design can be developed, reviewed and refined. The process of engagement and how it
relates to the design of Atmos Totnes consultation can be understood in summary through
the following chart (from top to bottom).
Through this process there will be a funnelling of ideas from very wide and open
engagement, through a number of revisions a) by the technical input of the Design Team and
b) the communities own review of the Design Team’s response to the communities brief and
revisions. Ultimately through a number of these facilitated exchanges an increasing level of
detail can be added to the plans and a practical level of consensus reached.

4. Enable the exploration of new partnerships and ways of working within this process for
the betterment of this community, within this community
5. Produce consensus plans with which to enter Regulation 14 Consultation of the
Community Right to Build Order (CRtBO) process
6. To enable people to view and comment appropriately during Regulation 14
Consultation

Input of ideas by community and
identification of needs

Responses by Design Team
and review by community

Process
Consensus
single site design

Gathering of ideas and visions within the community

Community design input

Joint work to
establish
management
and uses

Community
design
review

Formal
objections
and
responses

Design team input

Design team
review
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Outputs desired at each stage



Community Organisations (individuals within which may themselves be ‘community’)
but are the routes to reaching the community in the widest sense. Clearly Atmos
Totnes will seek to engage the whole community. However, within this there are a
range of groups that will be targeted to ensure that there is a strong invite to
participate and high likelihood of ‘word of mouth’ publicity from within the
community. This, for example, includes the local press, Town Council, schools, the
Chamber of Commerce.



The engagement process will be led at all stages by Totnes Community Development
Society (TCDS) the organisation leading on Atmos Totnes and submitting the
Community Right to Build Order.



Encounters Arts (a local creative engagement company) will be employed to support
the engagement process, particularly during phase 1. Encounters, the Directors of
TCDS and the lead architect will form a Project Team to take the project through
phase 1.



The Design Team (technical consultant commissioned through TCDS) will largely be
involved from phase 2 and be following their own, related collaborative design process
which will overlap with the community at key points in the process.

Consensus and single site design is the ultimate aim as the project enters the Regulation 14
(pre submission) Consultation of the Community Right to Build Order process. There will be a
need to manage a gradual process to facilitate both the community’s involvement and input
into the work of the Design Team. The output from the Regulation 14 Consultation will allow
for responses and subsequent adjustments to the Community Right to Build Order.
Phase
1

Outputs from community engagement
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Community history of the site captured
Principles for the site
A zoning plan for the site (where development will
happen)
Reference material for design team
A community informed, ready and willing to participate in
future consultation
Reviewed design and supporting material (more than one
iteration)
A team of Ambassadors to support engagement throughout
the community
Reviewed design and supporting material (more than one
iteration)
A group of potential enterprise tenants for the site
established to review uses and inform design
Reviewed outlines and processes relating to uses and
management of the site
A community acclimatised to formal consultation around
complex design
A list of objections collected through Regulation 14
Consultation of the CRtBO process to enable review and
published responses to those objections alongside those
submitted by statutory agencies.

Estimated dates
October 2014 – January
2015

March 2015 –
May 2015
July 2015 –
October 2015

Principles of engagement for community-led development

November 2015 –
December 2015

The people
There are a number of groups of people that will be key in the engagement process for
Atmos Totnes.




Atmos Ambassadors who act as well informed community members who can, using a
brief from Totnes Community Development Society (TCDS), encourage conversation
about Atmos Totnes and direct members of the community to engagement and
consultation opportunities.
‘Community’ here is understood as anyone who lives or works near the Atmos Totnes
site or has another interest in how the site is developed and is sought out for
consultation or presents themselves as such.

These are the principles that will help ensure a practical, productive and fair engagement
process.


No one person’s vision or input on the site will be more valid than anyone else’s
within the Atmos Totnes community.



The community’s involvement will be facilitated by a range of people. The team
involved in this facilitation have no more ‘right to design’ than any other member of
the community.*



The community will be given ample opportunity to both share visions and ideas (phase
1) and inform design review (phase 2 & 3).



The workshops (phase 3) are not intended to review the input of the community as a
whole (phase 1) but build on it and determine detail around specific uses of the site
(e.g., housing, enterprise, travel)



No one will be forced to engage in the process.



All input in the process will be reviewed and used to inform the next step in the
process.
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*Critically the people involved in the process may well take on a number of roles during
the project. Therefore it is critical that those faciliating (e.g., Ambassadors) are also able
to act as consultees (’Community’). This overlap is likely to be a strength in the process
as long as clear roles are enabled thoughout.

Facilitators

Designers

Methods of Promoting Engagement
The range of activities within the methods of engagement, as well as the aims of these
sessions will need to be communicated clearly to the community so that they are invited to
participate in the activities where they have the most interest. A number of publicity
mechanisms will be used to promote engagement.
The level of complexity on this project is likely to increase quite rapidly. Therefore, it is
unlikely that consultation material will be available online until the consensus plans are in
place for the start of formal consultation through Regulation 14 for Community Right to Build
Order. Rather the aim is for publicity to signpost to spaces where materials are available.
The exception to this may well be surveys that will be used within the consultation process,
as these can be distributed directly through publicity materials.

Consultees
Social media
(mostly
Facebook &
Twitter)
Third party
newsletters
and memos

Enewsletters

Methods of Engagement
A range of engagement mechanisms will be used at different times, to enable different
processes to inform the design process, with different members of the community
contributing. Therefore, this can be seen as a menu of consultation methods rather than a
list in order of priority.
Methods
Public meetings

Who facilitates
TCDS Directors

Drop-in at site
Hub
Drop-in at
outreach sessions

TCDS Directors, Project Team,
Ambassadors, Design Team
TCDS Directors, Ambassadors

Workshops

Design Team, TCDS Directors

121 sessions

Ambassadors

Surveys

TCDS Directors, Design Team

Formal
Consultation

TCDS Director, Ambassadors

What does it provide
Information sharing, headline issues
for consultation, a chance to introduce
other more participative forms of
engagement
Gathering ideas, specific or general
feedback
Reaching people who may not come to
the Hub, gathering ideas, specific or
general feedback, sign-posting to the
Hub
Smaller groups, more in-depth
consultation, visioning
Reaching people who may not come to
any ‘organised’ consultation
Data and evidence around any specific
or general aspects of the scheme
An opportunity to formally input
objections or comments on a draft of
the Community Right to Build Order

Local press

Publicity

Free
press/circulars

Email and
online
advocacy by
others

Leaflets and
posters

Display
banners
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Means of Reviewing Material from Engagement Activities
The way that material gathered is handled will be different as the plan progresses. The
principle remains that these materials will be fed into the design process.
Materials and feedback gathered in phase 1
Will be used to establish a foundation for the design process with the community. This
foundation will act as a brief for ongoing work and will feed directly into the work of the
Design Team, through the Project Team. Therefore, the material at this point will act as a
reference for the whole of the engagement process.
Materials and feedback gathered in phase 2
Will be used by TCDS to revise the emerging designs and feedback to the Design Team, for
refinement of the community-brief.
Materials, feedback and survey material in phase 3
Will be used through TCDS to revise the emerging designs and feedback to the Design Team.
Additionally this will form a body of information to progress discussions and working parties
through TCDS focused on uses on the site. This process will continue through detailed design
pathways throughout the development of Atmos Totnes.
Objects and comments made during Regulation 14 Consultation
Formal comments, submitted in an appropriate and consistent way, from this consultation
will be taken into account by Totnes Community Development Society and used to review
the draft Community Right to Build Order. These comments and responses to them will be
published.

Targets
Totnes town has a population of around 8,000 people. Whilst the aim is to reach the whole
town with broadcast media (e.g., press, leaflets, circulars), the Engagement Strategy aims to
engage to reach increasing numbers with meaningful engagement. By this we mean to have a
conversation about the project, and if appropriate for that person, to provide or obtain some
feedback or comment.

Phase
1
2
3
Total pre regulation 14

Households and
businesses covered by
publicity
All
All
All
-

Number of meaningful
conversations and inputs
1500
750
1250
4000

A note on Regulation 14 Consultation
Post phase 3 the consultation process will be in accordance with the Regulation 14
Consultation requirements as set out in the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012 (which
includes Community Right to Build Orders), which states:
Pre-submission consultation and publicity
14. Before submitting a plan proposal to the local planning authority, a qualifying body
must—
(a) publicise, in a manner that is likely to bring it to the attention of people who live,
work or
carry on business in the neighbourhood area—
(i) details of the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan;
(ii) details of where and when the proposals for a neighbourhood development
plan may be inspected;
(iii) details of how to make representations; and
(iv) the date by which those representations must be received, being not less
than 6 weeks from the date on which the draft proposal is first publicised;
(b) consult any consultation body referred to in paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 whose
interests the qualifying body considers may be affected by the proposals for a
neighbourhood development plan; and
(c) send a copy of the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan to the local
planning authority.
Prior to reaching the Regulation 14 Consultation TCDS will aim to run a final pre-regulation
consultation which shifts the communities focus on design engagement to more formal
means of consultation. This is part of building the communities capacity to engage in the
process in a range of ways at different times in the overall process.
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An overview of how the local community (residents and
business in Totnes) were consulted prior to Regulation 14
The community of Totnes have been regularly invited to a range of community engagement
activities. These were both information sharing events and consultation sessions. Many were
open door/drop-in sessions with opening hours spanning several days or times of day to
enable all who wanted to, to participate.
Since September 2014 it is estimated that over 4000 meaningful contributions have been
made to the process. By this we are talking about people participating in events, having
conversations where information and questions were exchanged, or providing direct input.
Over 80% participants in the phase 3 consultation sessions came from TQ postcodes i.e.,
those of Totnes and the surrounding area. Notably this is different to the number of people

that will be aware of the project (and consultation) which is a more passive engagement and
covers the whole of Totnes (8,000 people) several times over.
Those participating in consultation during phase 1 were asked for a) contribution of history
or visions for the site b) were invited to help distil and process the community contributions
or c) review the summaries produced by the community. Those participating in facilitated
consultation sessions in phase 2 and 3 were being invited to contribute to an iterative design
process. This meant they were presented with design material that had been produced by
the community and/or the design team and asked to comment on what they saw to help
move the design forward.
Further information summaries on each engagement type are contained with the Community
Right to Build Order.
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Engagement activities September 2014 – October 2015
Phase

One: Visioning

Engagement

Public Celebration
Announcement

Public Meeting

Atmos Totnes Hub

Outreach Awareness
Raising

Community Design Team

Atmos Totnes Hub

Type

Announcement (public
meeting)

Public Meeting

Hub Drop-in

121

Workshop

Hub Drop-in

Date/s

25/09/2014

08/10/2014

16/10/14 to 8/12/14

16/10/14 to 8/12/14

15/1/15 to 31/1/15

30/1/2015 to 31/1/15

Aims

Clarify the legal
agreement, invite to the
consultation activities

Clarify and answer
questions about the legal
agreement

Allow people to explore
their social history of the
site and surroundings,
understand the current
situation, share ideas and
visions for the site

Raise profile as a live
project and invite people
to the Atmos Totnes Hub

To help Project Team
understand and
consolidate the
contributions from the
Atmos Totnes Hub and
other available
information

To collect objections to
‘Community Brief’ zoning
and principles, and any
other feedback

Who inputting

Local community (existing
and new contacts)

Local community (existing
and new contacts)

Local community (existing
and new contacts)

Local community (new
contacts in the main)

Selected representatives
from the local community

Local community (existing
and new contacts)

250

250

1250

Target number reached

800

20

250
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Phase

Two: Design Review

Engagement

Atmos Totnes Hub

Atmos Ambassadors

Atmos Ambassadors Awareness
Raising

Outreach Feedback Sessions

Neighbours meeting

Type

Drop-in

Advocate enabling

121

Outreach Drop-in

Drop-in

Date/s

18/3/15 to 13/5/15

18/3/15 to 13/5/15

18/3/15 to 13/5/15

27/4/15 to 11/5/15

11/5/2015

Aims

Allow people to understand the
current situation and collect
objections to current plans and
any other feedback

To enable a group to actively
advocate for members of the
community to get involved and
participate in consultation
activities

Raise profile as a live project and
invite people to the Atmos Totnes
Hub

Allow people to understand the
current situation and collect
objections to current plans and
any other feedback

To provide specific opportunity to
residents close to the site to see
an engage with plans.

Who inputting

Local community (existing and
new contacts)

Local community (existing
contacts)

Local community (new contacts in
the main)

Local community (new contacts in
the main)

Local community (existing and
new contacts)

Target number reached

76

17

500

112

11
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Phase

Three: Design review, uses and business planning

Engagement

Business expressions of
interest

Business expressions of
interest

Atmos Totnes Hub

Usage, detailed design
workshops

Detailed travel
research

Atmos Totnes Hub

Neighbours meeting

Type

Survey

Public meeting

Drop-in

Workshops

Survey

Drop-in

Drop-in

Date/s

17/6/15 to 24/7/15

06/07/2015

19/07/2015

8/9/15 to 14/10/15

8/9/15 to 24/10/15

12/9/2015

13/10/2015

Aims

To establish the level of
interest in the site,
early usage
information, a body of
people to help take
design work further

Discuss the potential
for uses on the site,
promote the EOI
process

Allow people to
understand the current
situation and collect
objections to current
plans and any other
feedback

To look at uses across
the site, contribute to
detailed designs on
specific elements of
the site

Enabled detailed
feedback and input
into the Transport
Strategy for Atmos
Totnes

Allow people to
understand the current
situation and collect
objections to current
plans and any other
feedback

To provide specific
opportunity to
residents and
businesses close to the
site to see an engage
with plans.

Local businesses

Local community
(existing and new
contacts)

Local community
(mostly existing
contacts)

Local community
(mostly existing
contacts)

Local community
(existing and new
contacts)

Local community
(existing and new
contacts)

Who inputting

Target number reached

Local businesses

61

77

150

60

40

150

16
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An overview on press coverage and publicity September
2014 – October 2015
In the period between September 2014 and November 2015 24 items were included in the
local press about the development of the Former Dairy Crest site, the Atmos Totnes Project
and the Community Right to Build Order. Many of these were in the Totnes Times, but also
supported by features in the Western Morning News, Herald Express and Palm FM. This was
complemented by 2 advertising placements in the Totnes News. The focus of these news and
advertising pieces, in the main, was to update people on the design process at Atmos Totnes
and invite people to consultation sessions.
Between May 2015 and October 2015 a monthly editorial update was posted through every
door in Totnes via Totnes Directory. Circulars were also posted to 5000 houses in October
2014 (notification of the first public meeting within the consultation), and also via
advertising in the home delivered Totnes News in November and January (notifying of
consultation opportunities) and all residents and businesses in Totnes and Bridgetown (via
Royal Mail Door-to-Door) in September 2015 as notification of the forthcoming Statutory
Regulation 14 Consultation.
From September 2014 the social media activity around the Atmos Totnes site increased.
Targeted campaigns were run focusing on residents and businesses in and around Totnes
inviting them to consultation sessions. Sixteen email newsletters were set to the Atmos
Totnes list (currently 870 subscribers). These mailings aimed at informing people about the
project and inviting them to consultation. Material for the mailers originated from the Atmos
Totnes website. The Twitter following rose to over 1200 followers in this period, the
Facebook following rising to 522 in this period. This was supplemented by Facebook
advertising which helped posts reach over 27,000 people with a Totnes connection in
addition to the organic views. A film showing highlights of the campaign and project was
produced in February 2015 to support both awareness raising and fundraising. This was
uploaded onto the Atmos Totnes YouTube channel and has had 1220 views to date.
Material about the project and Community Right to Build Order were regularly posted on the
Atmos Totnes website (www.atmostotnes.org). There were 75 posts on the website between
September 2014 and October 2015. These aimed to give information to the community about
how get involved in the consultation, provide information about the project and
consultation, and allow people to sign-up for further information and updates by email (as
above).
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Press coverage September 2014 – October 2015
OUTLET
Totnes Times
BBC Spotlight
BBC Radio Devon
BBC Devon Online
Herald Express

DATE TITLE
24/09/2014 Atmos Totnes to Unveil Plans for
Derelict Site in Town Centre
25/09/2014 Atmos Totnes Announcement
25/09/2014 Atmos Totnes Announcement
25/09/2014 Disused Totnes Dairy Crest plant sold
for £1
26/09/2014 Totnes Dairy Crest site bought by
community for £1

GEOG
Totnes
South
West
Devon
Devon
Torquay

Herald Express

06/05/2015 Totnes hydro power scheme will
benefit local community

Torquay

4Traders.com

09/05/2015 Independent community taking
control of its future to stimulate
local economy
09/05/2015 Independent community taking
control of its future to stimulate
local economy
01/06/2015 The Big Consultation Continues

Trade

23/06/2015 Totnes has opened for a period of
consultation specifically around
business use on the site
24/06/2015 Now have your say on the future of
the Totnes Dairy Site

Torquay

01/07/2015 Meeting is set to chart Atmos
Project's future
08/07/2015 Full house for Totnes Dairy Crest Site
Meeting
10/09/2015 Final details put to Totnes' former
Dairy Crest site plans
11/09/2015 Plan Bee! Ex-dairy site looks to
nature

Totnes

28/10/2015 A step forward for Project on old
dairy site

Totnes

Western Morning
News
Reconnect Magazine

Palm FM
Herald Express

Totnes Times

01/10/2014 Dairy Crest Site Dream Bought for
town Pound
21/10/2014 England Inspirerar med satsning pa
lokal ekonomi
30/10/2014 Consultation Exercise begins over
Dairy Site
14/11/2014 Hundreds visit Atmos Totnes to
discuss future of Dairy Crest site

Totnes

Totnes Times

Sweden

Herald Express

Totnes

Herald Express

Torquay

Totnes News

Totnes

Devon Life
Western Morning
News

26/11/2014 Tunnel under Railway Lines rediscovered
26/11/2014 Residents ideas set to shape Atmos
project
01/12/2014 Atmos Really Does Break New
Ground!
01/01/2015 Atmos Totnes
25/01/2015 Latest plans for innovative
community hub go on display

The Sunday Times

22/02/2015 Britain's 10 greenest communities

National

Western Morning
News

23/04/2015 Dart Renewables issues £1.3m bonds
to build hydro energy project in
Totnes

South
West

Valj Publikation
Landetsfria
Totnes Times
Herald Express

Totnes Times
Totnes Times
Reconnect Magazine

Totnes Times

South West

South West

Torquay

Torquay
Torquay
Totnes (to
every home)

Totnes
South
West
Devon
South
West
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Materials for publicity and promotion September 2014 –
October 2015
DATE

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

October 2015

Banners

Announcing Public meeting
(8th December) invitation
Invite to October December 2014
engagement sessions
Invite to October December 2014
engagement sessions
Invite to October December 2014
engagement sessions

October 2015

Outside Panel
Hub

Dates October - December
2014 engagement sessions

October 2015

Notice

October 2015

Leaflets

October 2015

18 November 2015

Posters

Advert

January 2015

Leaflets

January 2015

Posters

January 2015

Banners

Totnes News (invite to
engagement sessions)
Invite to January 2015
Consultation (Review of
community design work)
Invite to January 2015
Consultation (Review of
community design work)
Invite to January 2015
Consultation (Review of
community design work)

NUMBERS GEOGRAPHICAL
PRINTED COVERAGE

May 2015

June 2015

Circular

Totnes Directory: What is
going on at the Dairy Crest
site? An update from Atmos
Totnes
Totnes Directory:
Feedback, questions and
conversations. An update
from Atmos Totnes

Circular

Totnes Directory:
Businesses called to express
an interest at Atmos Totnes
on the Dairy Crest site

Totnes
(households
4000 and businesses

Circular

Totnes Directory: Working
in partnership at Atmos
Totnes

Totnes
(households
4000 and businesses

Circular

Totnes Directory:
Community Right to Build –
Atmos Totnes

Totnes
(households
4000 and businesses

circular

5000 Totnes
3000 Totnes
150 Totnes
2 Totnes

July 2015

August 2015

September 2015

1 Totnes
Totnes and
surrounds
(every
4500 household)
1000 Totnes
100 Totnes

September 2015

Leaflets

October 2015

Circular

October 2015

Leaflets

October 2015

Outside Panel
Hub

12th September event final
plans, housing needs
workshop, travel workshop
Totnes Directory: A year at
Atmos Totnes
Re-imaging the Diary Crest
site
Regulation 14 Notification
Update notice with dates
November – December 2015
Consultation drop-ins

Totnes
(households
4000 and businesses
Totnes
(households
4000 and businesses

2000 Totnes

4000 Totnes
Totnes (every
6000 address)
1 Totnes

2 Totnes
Totnes and
surrounds
(every
4500 household)

21 January 2015

Advert

October 2015

Outside Panel
Hub

Totnes News (invite to
consultation)
Update notice with dates
March - May 2015
Consultation drop-ins

March 2015

circular

Totnes Directory: What has
been going on at the Dairy
Crest site?

Totnes
(households
4000 and businesses

March 2015

Leaflets

Invite to March - May 2015
Consultation drop-ins

2000 Totnes

March 2015

Banner

Invite to March - May 2015
Consultation drop-ins

2 Totnes

1 Totnes
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Example Publicity Materials September 2014 –
October 2015
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Memory Mapping: Stories (Phase 1)

After Dairy Crest

On leaving DC I started my new role on the 10th September as a
Service Engineer for Connaught Compliance water service Division in
Newton Abbot, in which I'm working in the control and prevention of
legionella(I'm still working with the pallin test). I'm loving the normal
daytime hours,and love the thought of having xmas and new year off
every year. How Eager is still working nights I’ll never know I'm lucky
if I’m up after 10 o'clock these days. Anyway hope everyone is well
and enjoying their new jobs.

Urban explorers

DAIRY CREST bosses say they are going to tighten security at their
Totnes site after 'urban explorers' got into the derelict building and
posted photos on a website. The forum site consists of members who
get their kicks out of secretly exploring derelict sites, photographing
them and publishing them on the web.

ATMOS 'Heart
Campaign announced

A Totnes-based community group that has spent the past 5 years
working to bring the former Dairy Crest site (adjoining Totnes
station) into community ownership has announced the launch of a 6
month campaign, launching on March 21st, called ‘Atmos Totnes: the
heart of a new economy’ (the name derives from the site’s history as
home to Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s experimental ‘atmospheric
railway’). Frustrated by Dairy Crest’s reluctance to engage seriously
with the community on the site’s future, the Atmos group, a project
of Transition Town Totnes and the Totnes Development Trust, are
launching a focused push to demonstrate the depth of community
support for the idea.

Memories relating to the Dairy Crest site and Atmos Totnes as given by the
Community
Story Name
Lord Deben talks
Localism

Description
Speaking last week, Lord Deben praised the Atmos Totnes proposals,
arguing that the current government’s localism agenda makes such
projects more possible. Asked what excited him about Atmos
Totnes, he said:
“First of all it seems to have been approached with a sensible
economic eye. Sometimes people believe that if they’re doing the
right thing, they don’t have to think about the realities of the
pounds, shillings and pence, and we’re in a world in which so many
things have failed, even when they’ve got off the ground, because
people haven’t got the economics right.
It seems to me that the Atmos project really has thought that
through in a serious way.
The second thing I like about it is the imagination. I think all sorts
of ideas have been put together here which really are exciting,
which each, individually, may not be remarkable, but together, as a
group, really do offer something very special.

Whitewashing History

TV’s Jeremy Clarkson has spoken out against Dairycrest’s attempt to
demolish Brunel’s historic pumping station at Totnes is Devon, an all
too rare survival from the engineer’s 1840s atmospheric railway.
Clarkson’s brilliant advocacy on TV’s “Great Briton’s” nearly won
Brunel the accolade of Great Briton of all time. (He was beaten by
Churchill by a whisker).
Mr Clarkson said, “Dairycrest is a jolly big and important company,
I'm sure. But its chilled products will never worm their way into the
fabric of Britain quite like Isambard Kingdom Brunel did. And, nor, I
suspect, will whatever they propose to build when the pumping
station has been pulled down. I urge them therefore to think again.”

What I'm doing now...

Thought I would just update you on my situation. Working for a
company called Danisco as Site Manager at their Beaminster (Dorset)
site manufacturing a food preservative called "Nisaplin". Danisco
employ 10,500 staff and operate out of 57 countries world wide. I
think this web site is a great idea for everybody to keep in contact
and stay informed of former colleagues and site activities.

Dairy Brainwashing

Having had 22 years of "dairy brainwashing" at the Totnes site it
came as a shock to the system being made redundant. However the
change of occupation is like a breath of fresh-air. I now work on the
Night-shift at Sainsburys close to home so no more traffic jams!
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Herald Express: Totnes
Dairy Crest site bought
by community for £1

An historic agreement has paved the way for the regeneration of the
Dairy Crest site in Totnes, which has been vacant since 2007.
The pioneering Atmos project, put forward by Totnes Community
Development Society, has driven negotiations to create a national
legal ‘first’ that will secure the land for community development.
An agreement is now in place for Atmos that will allow the purchase
of land, including the historic Brunel building, by Totnes community
for £1.
With the support of patrons such as TV chef Hugh FearnleyWhittingstall and Jonathan Dimbleby, Atmos Totnes plan to turn the
site into residential and business accommodation.
The people of the town have been granted new powers under the
2012 Localism Act, including a Community Right to Build Order in
May 2015, giving the community control not only over what is built,
but how it’s built and to what standards.
If the order is successful it will be one of the first in the UK
giving the public of Totnes the right to a referendum. A ‘yes’ vote
would allow work to begin in March 2016.
Ed Vidler of TCDS said: “Thanks to an extraordinary amount of vision
and hard work from many people, we have signed an agreement with
Dairy Crest, and with McCarthy & Stone, that will define the future
of this site.
“As a national first, it offers the potential to showcase a whole new
approach to development.
“One based on community support, sustainability, a new economic
model that builds and nurtures local economies, social justice,
creativity, the arts and meeting the needs of this town rather than,
as is so often the case, the needs of developers and distant
investors.
“For a town currently under siege from developers, demonstrating
such a model could not be more timely.”

Totnes Skate Jam’s
Atmos visions

On Saturday, Rob Hopkins of Atmos Totnes gave a workshop at the
Totnes Skate Jam to around 40 young people. The Skate Jam,
organised by The Living Projects, brought young people in Totnes
together with music, talks, food and skating. At the end of his
workshop, Rob asked the group what they’d like to see happen at
Atmos, what would need to happen there for them to the thrilled
and delighted by the outcome. Here’s what they said:
▪ A kind of a co-operative through which local artists can sell their
wares
▪ A place where free emotional support/therapy is available
▪ A herbal hospital
▪ A travellers hostel
▪ A solar farm on every roof
▪ Free saunas (!)
▪ Food production on roofs
▪ Multipurpose space
▪ Yoga sessions
▪ A Skillshare space where people could put down “I want to learn
this” and “I want to teach this”….
▪ A Cafe/music space which is also a performance space with a
dance floor and circus rigging.
▪ An indoor skate park
As Atmos progresses and more and more consultations are run, we
will keep a record of the ideas people come up with on this
website. The Totnes Skate Jam was an amazing event, and we’d
like to congratulate the organisers.

Atmos badge
celebrated by local
painter!

If you look closely at this painting by Ashburton-based painter
Henrietta Paine, you’ll spot one of our iconic Atmos Totnes badges
(still available from the Transition Town Totnes office if you’d like
one). Henrietta’s work is part of the Devon Open Studios weekend
which starts on September 6th. We’re delighted to see our shiny red
heart popping up in the work of local artists. It’s hopefully the start
of a long and beautiful relationship between Atmos and local artists.
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Totnes Atmos site
negotiations with
Dairy Crest reaching
their final stage

NEGOTIATIONS to turn a derelict industrial dairy site into a
community owned and managed eco-housing and business complex
are reaching their final stages. Campaigners behind the Atmos
Project believe they are close to come to an agreement with Totnes
site owners Dairy Crest following long and protracted negotiations.

Greg Barker MP gives
his support

As part of the deal between the two parties, Dairy Crest will shortly
start to clean up the site and complete the work before the autumn.
Duncan Good, representing Dairy Crest, said: “We are cleaning up
the site because we are in the final stages of negotiation with Totnes
Community Development Society (TCDS) about the disposal of the
site and how we can take forward the Atmos Totnes project.

He met with members of the Transition Town Totnes team, heard
about the group’s work and its recently published Local Economic
Blueprint, and visited a Transition Streets group to hear more about
that Ashden Award winning project in which almost 700 households
in and around the town have now taken part.

“At this stage we feel that the ATMOS project represents the best
way forward for the site and will help us to achieve a real legacy for
the town of Totnes.”
The site in Totnes has been closed since 2007.
Since then it has fallen into a state of disrepair while efforts have
been ongoing to find a future use for the site.
Atmos Totnes was set up at the time of the site closure to see how
the site could be used to benefit the whole community. The group
has since co-ordinated a very well-supported campaign to see the
site developed as a demonstration of Transition in action and as a
community-led development.
Called Atmos Totnes: the Heart of a New Economy, the Atmos
campaign wants the former industrial site to become a national
‘icon’ for low-carbon building and put Totnes on the map as a centre
of innovation and sustainability.
Transition Town Totnes, the first organisation of its kind in the
world, is behind the campaign to put the former Dairy Crest site
back to use.
The scheme has gathered patronage from a varied array of
celebrities from River Cottage chef Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall, to
Eden Project founder Tim Smit, Grand Design’s Kevin McCloud and
broadcaster Jonathan Dimbleby.
Ed Vidler from Atmos Totnes said: “We are very confident about
taking forward the Atmos project and hope to conclude the
negotiations with Dairy Crest about the disposal of the site by the
end of the summer.

On Friday 26th April, Greg Barker MP, Minister of State at the
Department of Energy & Climate Change (DECC) and the
Conservative MP for Bexhill and Battle, visited Totnes. He was on a
tour of Devon and Cornwall, visiting interesting low carbon projects
in the area, and came to Totnes at the invitation of Dr. Sarah
Wollaston, MP for Totnes.

The final stop on his tour was to visit the former Dairy Crest site in
Totnes, which it is hoped, if current negotiations with Dairy Crest
conclude as positively as they are currently looking to, will be home
to the Atmos project, which he described as “extraordinary”. Atmos
Totnes has been working for six years to bring the site into
community ownership to develop it as “the heart of a new
economy”. Here is what the Minister had to say about the project:

Hugh FearnleyWhittingstall’s Atmos
visit Film

We are very grateful to Chris Watson of Totnes film-makers Smith &
Watson for making this short film documenting the recent visit of
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall where he was unveiled as a Patron of
Atmos Totnes. We hope you love it too:

Double Rainbow

@robintransition: Stunning double rainbow over the Atmos site
today. Very auspicious for tomorrow's Public Meeting (8pm-StJohns
Church) http://t.co/vsbUBSgOp1

3000 Leaflets
delivered

3,000 invitations to Wednesday evening's Atmos public meeting
delivered to homes in Totnes. Did you get one?

The moment contracts
were signed

@AtmosTotnes: 18th August 2014. The moment contracts were
signed to move Atmos forward. In the garden at Tangerine Tree,
#Totnes http://t.co/WS1VJTIGD6

original proposal

I helped with the original Atmos proposal, and I think this seems
much better, more viable and in keeping with where the world is
going... it was then potentially very heavily shored up by industry ...
I think it will b interesting now to see how a more egalitarian,
community-focused approach will work without the rigours of a clear
financial backer with clear financial dividends.. it could be amazing
.. I am inspired ...

“The next step would then be to start engaging local people about
the future of the site.
“We are pleased to see activity on the site and that Dairy Crest is
meeting its responsibilities.”

nick walters
Involved in the process

We own and run a design company in Totnes and was asked by my
friend Tanya Vickers to attend one of the first Atmos Meetings
attended by Dave Chapman. After getting tired of the terrible site
when walking past the decrepit Dairy Crest, we were very excited
about what the Atmos Project intentions were. We worked together
with the group to produce a professional document which the group
could approach Dairy Crest and be taken seriously. It was the first
brand for Atmos. We are very proud to be part of history of the
Atmos Project.
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The footbridge

The cafe at Totnes station wanted to have a celebration of 100 years
of the old cast iron railway bridge. but it was knocked accidentally
down (possibly by a crane) shortly before the planned celebration of
the decorative bridge. The bridge was rebuild but not in the same
style.
date unknown.

The biscuits

Mary came over and asked me to make some heart shaped biscuits for Hugh Fearnley Whitingstall visit.
so I made them in 45 mins and rushed over to the ATMOS site on my
bike to take biscuits to the event!

twelve hour shift

I remember walking over the footbridge at 4am to work in the
process room. Getting the pasteurisers up and running and producing
the milk for bottling. A twelve hour shift, often alone, ensuring that
the factory had milk to bottle!

home of clotted cream

in about 1958 arriving on a steam train and mum and dad telling me
this is the home of clotted cream and yoghurt

Mayor visits Unigate

1976: My father-in-law was Mayor of Totnes and I was Mayoress. We
were invited to make an official visit to Unigate Dairies. I can
remember seeing racks of shallow trays of clotted cream. We had to
wear white coats, hats and a covering for our shoes. Pip

Higher Newham

lots of similarities with this project in hours new program that this is
much more radical now submitted as planning application in outline
455 houses plus community community hub, workshops on land that
is outside the development boundary for Truro it might be useful to
compare notes I'm happy to help and to talk on the process of Higher
Newham
Bob Tomlinson
Community transport hub to integrate services and share resources
Sue Speak

Hugh ate one!
video interview by
ruth

of man who worked the last days at dairy crest

Wake-Up

In the first few years of living within sight of the site, milk churns
were the standard way of collecting the milk from all the farm gates
- great big aluminium drums with two handles at the top and an
aluminium lid.

transport hub

The lorries carrying large numbers of these churns used to arrive
very early every morning, so we were woken up by the tremendous
CLANKING as the churns were manhandled off the lorries. .

extend cycle path

please extend the cycle path to go past Weirfield the bottom to
connect with the station

Playing in a band

Played in country and western band at the social club. Jim

The planning of the
skatepark

I was involved in the planning of the new Totnes skatepark which
started off similarly to this -consulting locals and getting ideas. This
quite rapidly turned into choosing between 3 bad designs provided
by skatepark companies, which we had to choose from. They were
all were massively overpriced as they been told(!) our budget of
£50,000. They gave a poor service, and we were left with a design
nobody wanted, and had taken all the money.
Clear example of poor community decisions, hopefully this won't
happen here...
Joel
The channel to the south of the weir was a "flash lock" by which
stone was taken from quarries - near Shinner's Bridge, to build the
old town bridge (designed by Charles Fowler) 1828. Flat bottomed
tubs/barges carried the stone.
Before leaving school had a holiday job in the cream dept. Chocolate
biscuits were brought in and Devonshire cream put on them. Yum!

Not reinventing the
wheel

football

playing football in the cage

ATMOS inspired me to
move to Totnes

I heard about the amazing ATMOS project when I was living in
Brighton - and it was one of the things that inspired me to move to
Totnes!
Lisa 35

Fell in love with the
area

2004
Arrived into Totnes Station for the first time aboard the steam train
as a tourist. Walked along the river to Ashsprington - fell in love with
the area, and came back here to make our home.
David 58

Excited to leave
London & come home

Used to work in London & take the train regularly. Was always
exciting to leave & warm/lovely to come home.
Thea - 34

Consultation exercise
begins

Totnes times article by Steve Peacock

Holiday job in the
cream department

First walk as empty
nester

Going for my first walk 'on my own' as an empty nester, just after my
son had left home.

"Walky-talks"

Canoeing in the
sunshine with school

I remember and love cycling and canoeing in the river with my
wonderful school in the sunshine!

Putting my feet in the
weir

I loved it when I put my feet in the weir and I will always remember
my friends from Park School.

Walking by the river

Walking by the beautiful river and smelling the flora.
Cherry

seeing the milk
tankers

passing through Totnes on the train from Cornwall and seeing the
milk tankers in the yard and thinking how great it was that there was
still a proper rural
economy
Pippa 62

Flash lock

Fishing at night
Cycling to school
Mixed feelings about
loss of industry
Canoe expedition

"Walky-talks" with my daughter along the river - and watching the
seal play by the weir. Sarah
There used to be more people fishing at night along the river path. I
don't see them now. Fish gone? Wendy S.
Every day since I turned 9 I have cycled past the river on my way to
school and then after school I would cut down the short way and end
up cycling past here.
Mixed feelings about loss of industry and jobs around Totnes - sad
that Dairy Crest closed, not so sad that Harris Bacon factory left
town - the squealing of the pigs was audible when you waited for a
bus... Alan
My family and I on an expedition on our canoe and carrying it up the
weir. We were singing to try and cheer my youngest son up and
attempting to help him feel more at ease... Our singing made it
worse I think. Jade
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Canoeing with my
school

Canoeing with my school was really fun because I conquered my
fears of rowing. Emilia age 10

Abseiling on the
chimney

Remember 4-5 guys abseiling from top of chimney to repaint
brickwork - watching this from our garden. Hope chimney stays.

Learning to kayak

Learning to kayak - going down the weir and practising Eskimo
rounds with the seal looking on. Summer of 2011

Picnicking by the weir

Picnicking by the weir, my children swimming, and catching fish with
sandwich crusts and see-through sandwich bags!

My friend's party

I went to my friend Mark's party at the Pavilion. Bethany (7)

Commute to Coco's

The amazingly short commute to Coco's nursery. Many happy
memories of picking my daughter up from nursery.

Race to the train

In my dim and distant past I would race to Platform 2 for the 7:50
am train to Exeter. But my commuting days are over. Hele Oakley

Launching my kayak

Launching my kayak from the 'beach' below the weir - a bit tricky
because of boulders but only a short carry from the club house. Pete
Rees
My father use to take us kayaking down the river when I was
younger.

Kayaking down the
river
A pair of Goosander
ducks

Bomb craters on the
site
Walking by the river
early morning
Along the cycle path
to school
Smoke from the
chimney

I cycle past the site and have often thought the derelict site was an
eyesore/waste.
Last summer I was riding to Schumacher + I saw a pair of Goosander
ducks. I've never seen them before. It made me LOVE that part of
the river. KATIE TOKUS 44
we used to cycle round + round the crater trying not to get wet
when it filled up with water Mr K Coish
Walking by the river early morning or with a woman that encouraged
me to live in Totnes
Chukes
Walking my son to school along the cycle path when I first arrived
here from Bristol.
Inez Aponte 46
Someone set fire to something, and smoke came out of the CHIMNEY
1981 Paul R.

Awful buildings

Years spent walking along the river wondering how the awful
buildings were ever allowed in the first place.
Ian Franklin 63

A nostalgic feeling

Everytime I walk past here... a nostalgic feeling comes over me and
say, "Do you remember".
Rick + Kai

Learning to swim
Manager of Unigate
Dairies
Totnes is wonderful &
unique

In late 40s-50s the Leat was wider at this point near new footbridge
and had a galvanised wall and bench to sit and change into bathers
to learn to swim in your P.E. lessons from school.
I was proud to be manager of Unigate Dairies 80/89.
Worked with a great bunch of people, who worked their socks off to
cater for the seasons.
Many skills and experience has been lost.
I have lived in and around Totnes for 25 years -worked here as an
acupuncturist - paid my mortgage & 2 children went to Keviccs.

Walking the cycle path

Precious memories

Great view from the
chimney
The landmark chimney

A beautiful place one
day
A heron on the weir
Building the cycle
path

The summer solstice
"Glad to be home"

Picking up litter

The chimney was a
talking point
Memories of the
station and river

tornado

Totnes is wonderful & unique - but as Lizzie (see on board) says there is not much to help young adults to learn here stay here (they
often come back).
I would like to help start a careers centre (info, about possible
careers and training). A wonderful opportunity.
Sheila Tozer/now Jawaoleff
Walking the cycle path since it's setting up with a group of 60+
recycled teenagers. Lots of wildlife, including deer, to see and
breakfast in the Station Cafe afterwards.
Happy days!
Getting my 1* kayak award here. Swimming on hot, hot summers
day. Seeing kingfishers - glimpse of turquoise amongst the trees.
Precious memories.
Simone 59
Took Chris up chimney back in 2010 ish & also Maisie inside it in
2013. And Kieran in 2010. Great view from top!
I reckon it needs taking down - too loose!
Richard
I can see the chimney from my bedroom window for the last 25 years
it has been the main landmark, often rising above the river mist that
covers everything else in the valley.
Carol.
Walked along the neglected riverside path so many times and
imagined it as it might be with some TLC. Hope it will be a beautiful
place to walk one day soon.
Vivienne.
Seeing a heron on the weir - we come down often to see if he/she is
there again. I took a photo and use it as my screensaver - constant
source of calm and joy.
I remember the volunteers helping build the cycle path staying at my
house when I was about 9 & my mum helping with the planning
application.

the chimney lines up with the summer solstice sunset from my
lounge window in Bridgetown!
Alastair.
Soon after moving here, I got off the train, looked at the green hill
to the north + took a deep breath of sweet air. For the first time I
totally understood the cliche "Glad to be home".
I founded "Totnes Eco Pad Yatra" (on Fb) to get together with others
to pick up litter (particularly plastic) and have done several sweeps
around the site and near the weir. I and others continue to pick up
plastic while out walking preventing it from ending up in the river +
oceans.
Colin
As newcomers the chimney was always a talking point (a dark satanic
mill? A brick kiln? A mystery).
Good to peel away the layers + see the new one being laid down.
Sarah + Kathryn in their 'blow up' boat floating in the river +
laughing. How glad we are that we moved to Totnes.
Picking up B&B guests from the station - starting a new venture as a
B&B host.
We love seeing the church + castle from the station platform.
Liz Waterson
13th of March 1860 the boiler of the locomotive tornado excluded
while standing in Totnes killing the driver
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Dartmoor wildlife park

Grandson of Ellis Doors of Daws creameries establish Dartmoor
wildlife Park at Sparkwell. Ellis Daws

Query over pay

I used to come into this room when I had a query over my pay MJ
Evans

Collecting wages

collecting wages through the window from Bet

Dairy crest

Dairy Crest workers wore White wellies

A place of new
opportunities

I've lived next to this site for 18 years and seen lots of changes. From
being a busy often 'noisy' hub of employment to being a sad, silent
and increasingly derelict place.
How wonderful it would be if this site could be brought to life again,
as a place of employment where new opportunities for local people
and workforce can be created.
Not forgetting the river of course - a place for people to come and
enjoy.
Rachel
A man who worked here told me the old atmospheric chimney bricks
were reused on the building just to the left before the ramp going
down to the old soccer pitch.

Bricks from the old
Atmospheric chimney

Bottle top 'scrim' for
decorating

Land bought for selfbuild project

Collecting boxes of bottle top 'scrim' for decorating the assembly hall
at Foxhole every year (70s) - my mates working the night shift
moaning about the cold in winter. Ben Piper

I remember doing lots of sport at the Pavilions and going to wet and
wild and rollerblading with friends. It was fun and I have lots of
memories including cycling on the cycle path to Dartington and
jumping in the weir.
Tavia 13

Cycling to catch trains

Cycling down the no-cycle alley to catch trains in the dark mornings
wishing it was all open & nice!

Teary goodbyes

Over the period of four years we used to visit friends that had moved
from London to Totnes. This was a place of teary goodbyes. Now we
don't need to leave anymore as we have moved here too!

picture
Milk late at night
Wildlife and peace
The meaning of a
name

Lovely July day

Rafting down Totnes weir in raft race and getting stuck half way drenching the people watching. Susannah

Playing on boats

Son birthday - played on/in boats on the river - just a funny day.

Cycling around the
site

Over the last 20 years I have cycled at all times of day & night along
the path around the site, which was Dairy Crest, then abandoned. It
has been sad cycling round it in the last few years in its derelict
state, unloved, + scary at night when the security lights used to
switch on - But nothing can really destroy the pleasure of that path
by the river.
Wendy S. 15-11-14
cycling to Dartington with very young children and exploring the
Dart, jumping in the weir, picnicking fun with friends and family.
visiting rare breeds, walking happy dogs gently placing candles in the
river celebrating festivals, canoeing, swimming & lots of laughter
and fun.
even though they are now teenagers it is still a favourite path and
place to be!
Kate 42

Unigate sold milk from the site - late at night - as a favour to a
neighbour.
Gill P.
Watching the Igrit standing, waiting patiently for fish. Watching the
seal on many occasions. Lovely views, finding peace.
I grew up in Venezuela and "weir" was unlike many last names at
school, or in general. When I moved to England, I was really not
quite sure whether I was British or Venezuelan - it has been a long
journey to discover what defines me - culture or blood...
When I learnt to kayak at 23 yrs.. I discovered a new meaning to my
name. I love my last name, and my name and being unique our
uniqueness is a gift we should all be able to celebrate...
Iola Weir
lots of jumping & swimming on lovely hot July day

A fall on the path

Cycling down the path a young man coming the other way - FAST!! +
slipped & fell - it's tarmac now so the autumn leaves aren't slippery
Sophy Banks

Watching the water

I come here to watch the water when I'm happy, when I'm sad, when
I'm tired, when I'm excited. The weir and the river, so close to my
home is a source of peace and power. I love it!
Han 32
gently tipping my partner out of our canoe as we beached.
It was an accident!
Lu

The purchase of the land from Dartington for the self -build project
of Riverside where I live now after 30 years. Debbie Carnegie
(Whipple) 63 yrs.

Stuck on Totnes weir

Leisure time by the
river

Sports and cycling

Tipped out of the
canoe
Seed bombs

A visit with grandad

Rattling bottles
The friendliness of
Totnes

I remember hearing a rumour about 4 years ago that guerrilla
gardeners were throwing seed bombs into the site to help nature
take it back.
(a seed bomb is soil + wildflower seeds in a paper bag)
Mike Jones age 49 and three quarters
Coming here with my Grandad who was the fishmonger in Salcombe
+ seeing the milk lorries + the Dairy Crest sign. Fascinated by the
lorries + all the industrial equipment.
Karin
Staying with friends in Redworth Terrace, being woken up & the
sound of bottles rattling in trucks.
The warmth, time + genuine friendliness of meandering in Totnes,
fresh from the impersonal hell of London.
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Dropped milk bottles

Jumping on the
weighing scale

A concern about
traffic

Time by the river

I remember the sound during the early hours of milk bottles being
loaded + sometimes dropped! Actually a reassuring sound!!
Georgina, Swallowfields
I remember coming to reccy the site for this project -sitting in the
cafe + dreaming up possible futures for a vibrant sustainable
community hub...
And then being told about the weighing scale where trucks would
drive up full of milk, 'onload' it and drive on to the scale again to
know how much was delivered. I tried jumping but it didn't budge. It
took all 4 of us to jump to get it to wiggle a little. I wonder what it
could be used for now... Toni age 44
My wife played Short Mat Bowls here when it was still run by Dairy
Crest.
My wife and I both play Bowls in the park - and I play Tennis also in
the park
We live in Copland Meadows and are concerned re the additional
traffic.
Mike Tulley
Canoeing along the river. Kayaking down the weir. Peaceful walks.
Enjoying Christmas time here with family.

Wondering if the site
would ever be
developed
Getting wet

Many, many walks/cycle rides along the river past the weir, through
the seasons when I lived in Dartington, when the dairy was open +
after it shut. Wondering if site would ever be developed. Naresh
Sticking our feet in the weir and nearly getting pulled in by the
strong current. I love the spray of it and getting soaked.
Felice Riley age10

Working in the
'general office'

I worked in the 'General Office' from around 1990 - 2001 as office
junior at 17 years old through to assistant accountant.
The office building is still very familiar.
Rachel Watts
When I was 11/12 years old every Thursday I used to help
Mrs.Johnson, who worked with my dad Ern Alford, do the weekly
wages with time sheets, cash for each driver, and balance the books.
Little did I realise this would lead to me working in a bank for 40
years!! Happy memories!
Bob Alford, 66.

Helping do the weekly
wages

Dreams of the
chimney

Active social club

Based in a wooden hut

Meeting dad at the
station

As a small child - from about 2 to 4 years old - I lived in the far end
of Weirfields and many of my dreams, often nightmares, were
dominated by the looming chimney. The factory was called "Daws"
then, and the name was still painted on the chimney after the
ownership are changed.
There used to be a very active Social Club which over the years
raised thousands for local good causes. A great community hub
which is much missed.
Bob Alford, 66
My dad, Ern Alford, used to be the Transport Manager for Wincanton
Garages from around 1958 until he retired in 1975. He used to be
based in a wooden hut in the corner between the "posh" offices and
the creamery.
Bob Alford, 66
I met my dad at Totnes station because he was coming back from
work on the train.
Silva

Reason to be in Totnes

This is one of the main reasons for me, to be living in Totnes.
Emilio 48

Swimming by weir

When I used to go swimming down by the weir with my school.
Ross 14

Walks with the
children

Walks with the children when they were young, paddling in wellies
when tide was out!

Walking through
meadows

40 years ago I worked at The White Hart in Dartington Hall. I
remember walking to the station through meadows. There was no
access to all path in existence.
Pam (64)
Still kayaking + canoeing above + below the weir + hope to continue
for many more years to come!

Still kayaking

Jumping in the weir

Jumping in the weir with my school.
Oscar 15

Loosing a finger

My friend lost her finger trying to save a dog from the weir. It got
pulled off by a hook. Ouch.
David

Swimming in rivers

I had always wanted to swim in rivers but been told they were too
dirty & polluted & was thrilled to see people swimming in the river
here and join them. If you can swim in your local river it should be
counted as an indicator of quality of life. S
A friend working for Unigate on nights loading the lorries with
crates.
Very hard work.

Loading the lorries

Pushed in the water

Every summer after school on Fridays we'd all go down to the weir. I
remember being pushed in all the time. We used to bring picnics and
sit on the banks. Leah 14

A 'keep out' feeling

From the narrow little path have always thought - Tarkovsky film
about a post devastation area
("A real keep out" feel.)

Kayaking

kayaked down the weir
Robert 16

Spending time by the
river

Walks along the river path with family + dog Launching canoes off the banks watching the geese on the weir

Kingfisher from the
bridge

Saw my first ever Kingfisher from the bridge over the leat, as a
teenager.
Shona, 37

Living in this house..

1. I bought this house from the family who built it + grew up here.
He told me that (before the leylandii trees) they had an interrupted
view down through Weirfields to the Steam Railway. I'd like that
view to return.
2. When I bought the house the noise of the lorries were SO loud
keeping their engines running all through the night. I am so glad the
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factory closed. Its time to enjoy this space for the town.
Jacqui P. 52.
Seeing the chimney

Amazing views of the chimney when we open our bedroom window.

Atmos photo 2012

Atmos photo op. in 2012? Felt so exciting, kept looking at building
and site ever since...

Knee-high water

One time I was cycling along the river path from Totnes to
Dartington. The river was really high and under the railway bridge
the water came up to my knees as I cycled through it This was in
about 2001. Selena.
Seeing my closest friend's dad -Tom Jenkins - in his office here. He
was manager at Unigate. I have a particular memory of him
gathering all the silver strips left over from the milk bottle tops for
us to use to decorate our 6th form Xmas bash with. This was around
mid 1980s - Rosie 47.
An overnight spot for the homeless in the cold winter. Seeing
freezing guys emerging early morning.
Christina

Decorating with leftover silver strips

An overnight spot

Arriving by train

Change in empty
bottles
Waiting in the car park

1992
Arriving by train, to give a workshop at Schumacher. Loved the
feeling of ancient castle on one side and working dairy on the other.
Susan
Our son used to wash bottles @ Dairy Crest (night shift) to support
his time at college in Exeter.
Extra finances from milk money left in empty bottles!!!
Jude Wilson
Mum dutifully waiting in the car park every time I/we came home
from school.
Toby, 32

Looking at the bottles

A grass snake

Where the path goes round the back of the chimney, at the back of
site, the bottles came outside + went back in so as children we'd
stand on the path looking at the bottles, in the 50s.
Peter Bethel 67
I remember seeing a grass snake swimming up the Leat.

Football on the marsh

I played football on the 'weir marsh' in the late 50s + early 60s. I also
spent time in the Summer of late 40s + early 50s in the water at 'Six
Bridges'.
Ron Coish

Maintenance for the
site

We had a workshop to the left and the right of the base of the
chimney. I was in charge of the building maintenance for the whole
site. We had to do repairs and work on the Brunel building. We were
all over the site. I started in1977 until I retired, I finished in 1998.
Mr K Coish 83
My Mother (Heather Turrell) taught ballroom dancing to the
employees in the Creamery social club. - (1980s).

Dancing at the social
club
Hot milk from the
condenser room

Getting hot milk from the condenser room for early morning coffee –
and the smell of the powder room!
Sharon Bligh (Jarvis)

Saying goodbye to my
husband

I remember saying goodbye to my husband when he went to
Australia, it was the day that made my heart-ache. Two weeks later
I welcomed him back here, it was a day that made my heart sing.
Olivia, 39

Part-time job

1989 had a part – time job washing up in the kitchen. Very busy
then.
Jan Povey

Fell asleep on the
concrete

With a group of friends after arriving off the train from Newton
Abbot from. party – all had no sleep, fell asleep on the concrete in
the middle of the football skatepark in the sunshine.
Naomi Yeger 18

Humming with activity

A vivid memory of fruit coming to Totnes by train in 1964, when the
site was humming with activity.
Peter Kiddle

Looking at the site

Looking at the Site from the river path. Even when still operating the
site always looked a mess and rather run down.
Richard Phillips

Moving here from
London

Servicing the pump

I used to service the water extraction pump at the site of the weir
when a lad!
John Rowse 1956

when we were moving here from London 2008, I have crewmembers
are sitting at the station waiting to go back to London after looking
at the house, thinking "we are going to live here "and feeling at
home already.

Laughing and joking

On the cycle path

MEANDERING... CHANGING
FAST-FLOWING... SLOWING
DEPTH OF CONVERSATION.....
PRESENCE... LISTENING
IN AN EMPATHY SWAP WITH OUR DEAR FRIEND REMI ONE MORNING
ON MY WAY HOME FROM THE SCHOOL CYCLE RUN TO DARTINGTON.
MEDITATION. SINGING. SWIMMING.
MEETING DOG WALKERS
J
local skateboarders turned this bit into a temporary skate park after
it closed down.
Joel

I remember the laughing + joking from the guys in the canteen. How
ghostly quiet it became when they'd all gone.
Kai.

Christmas morning

Opening up the lab at 4:00AM on Christmas morning after driving in
& looking at all the bedroom lights coming on – everything quiet
&!still.
Sharon Bligh (Jarvis) 54.
Cycling around the outskirts of the site and wondering "what a great
spot for a great community project!"

Temporary skate park

A great spot for a
community project
New life into the area

I remember this place as a hive of activity in the 80s – it would be
great to breathe new life back into this area.
Chantelle
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The pumping station
design

The Italianate design of the Brunel atmospheric pumping station
included black pan tiles.
The original drawings of the engines are in the archives in
Birmingham.
J Bellchambers.

The milk train

My 32nd birthday
First arrived at Totnes

Call this place home

A production line job
Under the oak tree

First arrived at Totnes station 10 years ago to begin a life long
journey of training, self discovery and adventure with Movement
Medicine. Over the years I have grown to love landing in Totnes to
deepen the friendship with this land of Devon.
David, Dublin, Ireland.
My entrance + exit point to Totnes – musings on whether this is my
home – what would it feel like to call this place home?
Thomas – 30

My lodger got a production line job here, said some of the men
working there weren't v. nice to the Polish workers that came.
He came home smelling of milk gone off milk…
Sat under oak tree this autumn. Graffiti of skate park vivid in
autumn light. Protected by tree, I felt at home.
Liam, 35

Big milk lorries

Big milk lorries to avoid when coming to the station.
Carole

Beautiful waterway

Paddling in the river nearby – "What a beautiful waterway to have on
my doorstep!"
"Make the most of it! "
My husband disappearing off for a pre-work dip in the river by the
weir.

Going for a dip

Generating electricity

2007. Discussed the possibility of using the weir to generate
electricity for KEVICC & the Dairy Crest site.

Fun by the river

Swimming. Dog walking. Learning to canoe. Having fun in the sun,
windy autumn days.
Emma H.

Meeting my closest
friend

Several years ago I met my closest friend outside the derelict
building by accident and a simple discussion about the local area
brought us together.
2009-10

Swimming with the
seal

Summer 2013
Swimming with the seal below the weir. Just me and him in the wide
part of the river - Lovely day.
Mary Coughlan Clarke

Spotting wildlife

I've seen my first:
Kingfisher
Otter
'Fresh water' seal
All within 300 metres of this hut.
S. Frank

Canoeing with school

Now it's really
happening!

A rare black poplar
tree

Seal on the weir

I remember the milk train that came with 20 milk containers and
two powerful locomotives, King + '92' Standard maybe, + collected
two or three milk wagons from the sidings. They had been filled up
during in the day time.
P. Phillips
Stood in the river in wellies and made up songs with my best mate
on my 32nd birthday.
Rebecca
Canoeing with Steiner school on river.
Claire
When I first moved here from California, I rode my bicycle down this
path. When I noticed this old ruined and abandoned industrial site, I
thought it should be transformed into something wonderful! I soon
discovered that some people were already on the case! And now, it
is really happening!
Jay 54
In the freshwater swamp just downstream of The Weir a huge black
poplar tree is growing. It is forked into two branches that stand over
80 ft. high - the hugest tree in the wood with heavily furrowed bark.
These trees are incredibly rare and ancient - they belong to the preGlacial floodplains. There are perhaps 7000 left in England: but the
only survey nationally* omits this one. They are rare because their
seed will not germinate without male & female trees in proximity &
most female trees have disappeared. This tree is an old male. But a
damaged tree can re-root & regrow from a fallen branch - if
branches are allowed to fall undisturbed rather than being chain
sawed for Health & Safety reasons. In these redevelopment plans
this ancient tree & its surroundings deserve to remain undisturbed not prettied up or removed. It is a natural wonder.
Clive Fairweather. Harbertonford. [Traditional storyteller]
[See Fiona Cooper. The Black Poplar. Ecology History &
Conservation. Windgatherer Press 2006.]
*The survey shows no Black Poplar South of Exeter!
Watching a seal riding the thalweg on the weir this morning!
Ben (41)

Collecting feathers

Collecting the feathers of a fox-killed pigeon - scattered along the
path - to bury under rhubarb (because an old woman said good for it
to someone I love).
David.

Many happy hours

Many happy hours swimming & canoeing on the river with my
daughter, family & friends.

Exploring a bomb
crater

This is where a bomb dropped in W.W.2 in October 1942. We drove
our bicycles around the crater then jumped in the river to wash off
the mud.
A northerly bypass around Totnes is in my view essential to solve the
traffic situation.
Say a roundabout on the Newton Abbot road with a road with bridge
over the railway & river + arriving on the site to link up with the
Plymouth Road & Kingsbridge Hill is I feel the only answer.
This was a bathing area, Six bridges 'Sixers', a bench, a concrete slab
like a slipway and on a sunny day you'd have 30/40 people here.
People would use tyres from Unigate as buoyancy in the water.
Ron Coish
When my Dad was in the Home Guard, WW2, he & his mates were
often guarding the railway from the Daws Creameries side.

A bathing area

Guarding the railway
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People worked locally

Potential community
artspace

I remember the racecourse, the bacon factory, Reeves timber yard,
the dairy. People worked locally people lived locally. It was unusual
for people to work away. It's the same all for the country. We
manufacture virtually nothing here. In the past total Totnes male
working population worked in these places.
Ray Wakelin
Squeezing through the fence to see if this would make a good squat
to be used as a community artspace. The following week the roof
slates were removed.

Before I moved to the
area

The site closed just before I moved to the area. I always wondered
what it would have been like alive!

Happy walks

Happy walks along riverside. What next? – looking forward to
exciting, sensitive change ahead. Rock on - !
V

Looking for the seal

Lots of lovely walks along the river. I keep looking for the seal but I
haven't seen him/her yet.

Learning about the
Atmospheric railway

Our grandchildren were fascinated to learn about the atmospheric
railway when we looked at the various chimney and historical sites
on route.
Jenny

Memories and
appreciation

I remember lots of jobs, a good community space… On the down side
pollution in the river, the smell of the milk being processed – and at
night the sound of the lorries reversing…
A good space and really appreciate the tower as a landmark.
Fiona
During the war years there was a heavy, choking smell of dried milk
in the area.
When as small Church School children, we were taken to visit the
creamery we gave in awe & greed at the enormous vats of
Devonshire cream and felt it was a great shame that it was all going
to be turned into butter.

School trip

My first organised trip for my school when I was 14.
(1980)
Remember the milk and the smell! Powerful!
AMANDA BELLAMY

A new beginning

Thundering lorries

Milk lorries thundering in and out at 3am approx.
Gill.P. a neighbour.

Have lived nearby for
twenty six years

picture 2

I really liked it when I went to it it was like 'the faraway tree' (a
book)

Battle to save the
Brunel building

2008–09
Big Battle to Save the BRUNEL BUILDING!! If it had gone we wouldn't
have been here today!!!
Also proved that 'PEOPLE POWER CAN change things
Freight was an important part of this site, the movement of goods by
rail. It would be good to see this more sustainable method of
transport part of the new scheme.

My first memory of Totnes is making it half way up the High Street in
Aug'13 but didn't have time to explore as had to hurry to catch the
ferry to Dartmouth. Little did I know that a year later I would be
living in Totnes having moved from Istanbul. A new beginning!
Ian 42
Have lived nearby for 26yrs, worked a couple of temp shifts @ the
dairy after Uni + have probably been in the social club once or
twice. I remember the clanking + lorry noises in the night on hot
summer nights.
On the night shifts there was always a happy bunch – I think all my
neighbours kids did a shift or two.
Don't miss the dairy but I'm glad something is happening with the
site.
Cat – 36.
one of the pumping stations for Brunel's atmospheric railway. I
remember reading about how well it worked although they had
problems with rats eating the leather that sealed the tubes. Also a
brake broke and train hurtled along at 80 mph... A record at the
time.

Enormous vats of
Devonshire cream

Movement of goods by
rail
The way it closed

Potential for renewal

Ron Calvert's office

picture 3

what was hard was the way it closed, the lies and why didn't they
just come out and say it
IB GOETICHE-RASMUSSEN
I've always thought as I walked passed what potential this site had
for renewal.
Also at School I canoed down the weir!
Mel
This was Ron Calvert's office he was the link to the bottled milk
buyers
Barbara Cohey

Brunel's atmospheric
railway

Maybe I'm a swan

I'm wading in the weir - maybe I'm a swan
Simon

Barbecue by the river

I remember having a barbeque by the river with my aunty and uncle
and eating breakfast.

Meeting my wife

Meet Helen Watts my wife at Totnes dairy
Mike Jarvis
Work with my father-in-law first (Mike)
When I came to Totnes in 1999 people who ran out of money would
do shift work at Unigate dairy – how many people did it employ? Was
never me! Peter N.

Shifts at Unigate

Talking about the
future

C. 2008
Shock when I found out the Dairy Crest site was to close – so many
people scared & worried – their jobs lost.
Walking along the river path past the site with Ben Brangwyn & his
dog on a transition network lunch break, talking about how we saw
things would be in the future – a return to local community instead
of multinational concerns – wondering if transition would be able to
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buy the site for the people…
Steph age 49.
Getting our feet wet

Going on the churn
round

When we were young we'd be told be back in time for lunch + don't
get your feet wet
but we always got our feet wet
mill, leat, pipe, weir, six bridges
Peter Bethel
Childhood memories of joining my dad on his churn round & going
around the farms.
Sharon Bligh (Jarvis)

Fixing the phones

WORKING FIXING THE PHONES WHEN THE DAIRY WAS BUSY &
VIBRANT

Dropping my family off

I remember Station Yard lit up and busy when dropping my family off
for the night train to London.
I remember kids (15–16 yo) sneaking onto the site at night for kicks,
just before and after closed!

Sneaking onto the site
Dances in the social
club

Ceilidhs used to be held in the old Unigate social club.

Steam train and seals

I used to take my son to Totnes station to see the steam train when
it came in.
One midnight I saw 2 seals by the bridge along the river under a full
moon.
I did a weeks work at the Creamery back in the 1970's.
Mick (57).

A weeks work

The reversing alarms

I miss hearing the reversing alarms in the night.
Caroline Biggins. 70+

The path disappeared

I particularly remember walking along the riverside when the river
was flooded and the path disappeared!

Milk lorries and the
chimney

Since the 80's Milk lorries coming in + out The landmark of the chimney
& Then news of the closure - following the closure of Baltic Wharf
Timber Yard.

Lunchtime in Borough
Park

Hanging out in Borough Park during lunch break at school in the
1960s.
Lalitya
As art students at Dartington loads of us wanted to do our "site
specific" performance module here.
Unfortunately nobody got formal permission but I suspect some
snuck in anyway...
provided useful first jobs for 2 of our sons between school and
college – they were usually on the graveyard shift!: they called work:
'working in the fridge' - hard work - but good times
FIONA ASHLEY
An incomer from 2005
Arriving & leaving or leaving & arriving by train - the chimney always
an indication of the place. Canoeing on the river after retirement -

Site specific work

Hard work - but good
times
The chimney always
an indication

so tranquil & lots of kingfishers. Walking the dog.
Sue 65
A long drawn out
running down

Remember a long DRAWN OUT running down - redundancies/FALSE
DAWNS - NEGLECT of people AND site.
UNIGATE/DAIRY CREST provided jobs but would not want them to
return.
Ged Nicholson

Sunday morning run

Years ago!
I used to run past the bottom end of the site on my Sunday morning
river/Dartington circuit. I always speeded up past Dairy Crest as it
was noisy + ugly and spoilt that section of a beautiful run.

Stopped to watch the
geese

This morning I was running by on the footpath with my dog & we
stopped to watch 3 flocks of Canada geese honking overhead.

Star Wars with
scaffold poles

Me & a friend played Starwars with scaffold poles whilst traversing
the pipes in the air, one wild wild evening. We survived and he
wasn't my father!
Many walks along the riverside – always wishing the sad site could be
made into something special for Totnes young families!

Made into something
special
Learning how to row
Across the railway
lines

Working in the
bottling plant

A tour of the bottling
plant

So sad when it closed
Cycling along the river
path
We saw a wallaby

Changing inner and
outer landscapes

Maya A.
I learnt how to row in a dinghy. It was fun watching the ducks and
swans pass by but also tiring for my arms!
When I was 10/11 in 1950's I used to have my lunch at Daws
Creamery canteen during school holidays. As dad worked at the
goods yard by the station we walked across the railway lines(!) - H +
S eat your heart out!
Mike Shail
I WORKED IN THE BOTTLING PLANT
2002

Alice Crawford
When I was in primary school in Newton Abbot we had a tour of the
bottling plant. We were about 7 or 8. We all had to wear ear
protectors as it was so noisy. I remember watching the bottles
moving around.
Lots of dog walks around here. So sad when it closed and no more
life....
My daughter worked here when she left school, too.
Loving cycling along the river path with my boy on his bike behind
me. Feeling the wind on my face, enjoying life happening - Children
swimming, Swans passing by, Negotiating dog walkers! Ringing our
bells and laughing. Esther
One morning walking down by the weir we saw a 'wallaby'! Jumping
through the 'jungle' area. - Couldn't believe our eyes!
TRUE

Both social and contemplative dog walks through changing inner and
outer landscapes.
An invaluable resource.
Helen.
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Not a lot for young
people

Changing from the big
bottles

A message in chalk
Social club missed

Unigate used to provide jobs for people, lots of young people when
they couldn't find other work. With this and Dartington training
opportunities, horticulture, pottery, textiles which have all gone there's not a lot for young people who are trying to find their feet.
Lizi Jamal
The operation to change from the big bottles to the small pointys.
That was a huge amount of work involved, thousands coming back
and not to be used again, because we were going on to the new
ones, it was a big achievement to sort everything out, the big ones,
the small ones. I remember the operation with my sidekick Ted
Palridge, the work + planning went into it that, it was a big
operation but it went like clockwork, you can imagine all the crates
+ bottles in operation going on + off site + it rained like hell. Tony
Jarvis
I wrote a message in chalk on the Platform to wave off the love of
my life

Ones I sore a seal in the River Dart. It was amazing. It was catching
fish. It was gray and white and beautiful!

A million empty
orange cartons

I worked for '"Lasting Impressions", printers who had contract for
four and five part order papers which we delivered to Unigate
premises in Castle St. Memories of a million empty orange cartons.
Now rebuilding into flats.
Frank W.
The proximity of the site to Nature - the river, local countryside and the town - education + commerce - and the railway communication + travel. What a jewel!
Peter Shotton 65
Mark Northway
I used to work at Unigate, I used to go and play skittles down there we started chatting to each other one night and we started our
relationship there. That was in 2002. We got married in 2007. We
were going to have our wedding reception at the social club where
we knew everybody, but then it closed in the Sept of the year we
got married.
Wendy Northway
I remember Unigate as a steaming factory with the milk lorries
coming and going. I visited the place on a school trip once in the late
80's. Lots of workers in wellies and hairnets and the smell of milk. I
hope it becomes something much nicer!
Sam
Newly arrived in Totnes, I was talking to a friend on the phone when
on looking out of the window (above the Bistro) I saw a seal
swimming past.
Wendy.

We started our
relationship there

I hope it becomes
something much nicer!

I saw a seal swimming
past

Enjoying the summer

Walking with the children, picking blackberries, enjoying the
summer time with nature.
Shanni

Wondering what is
happening with this
site

Long, endless walks with Millie my dog. Always wondering, what is
happening with this site??
Brett 44

Passing through Totnes

Passing through Totnes on the train and seeing the milk tankers in
the Dairy Crest yard.
Meant I was nearly home for the weekend.

Now it's going to
happen

Every time I've walked past that huge open backed space - I've
wondered what amazing creative ventures could occur there - and
now - Well it's GOING TO HAPPEN - FAB
- Rach

An important
landmark

The chimney is an important image & landmark.
(We can see it from our home!).

Maintaining the
machinery

I worked here 20 years maintaining the machinery all hours day &
night.

Looking at the 'milk
factory'

My earliest memory is in the 1950s + 60's. Living in London,
childhood holidays always meant a long train journey to Cornwall. I
remember that when the train stopped at Totnes I would always look
at the "Milk Factory" - it was huge + very busy. I never guessed I
would live nearby + do all my shopping in Totnes.
I live in a house in Westonfields Bridgetown in some houses which
were built for the workers in The Co-op Milk Factory. There is some
connection with Dartington. I think they initiated the building of
them.
Great houses - well built.
Parties at the social club. Good fun!
Skittles!
A real sense of community!
Cycling with my son along the river path, through the seasons,
through the years. Round Dairy Crest.
age 3-5 in trailer
6 - trailer bike
7-8 his small bike
8-9 his bigger bike
9-10 bigger still
jumping in the river,
ice creams at the Cider Press
Carla
Climbed this chimney a few years ago on the inside - rungs missing
and bricks falling down!
Hope it stays as a landmark.

Such a good social club, was here. Very much missed.

I saw a seal

What a jewel!

Helen Raphael Sands (Age:65)

Out of the gaze of
adults

My son snuck in regularly to hang out with mates (& probably
consume alcohol) out of the gaze of adults.

The southern platform
brings me joy..

I fled from London to Totnes (Harberton) in 2002. An angel guided
me here. So I am here + my daughters are in London. So the
southern platform brings me lots of joy - when my daughters +
friends visit. The northern platform is tinged with sadness daughters leaving, faces through windows, waving, kisses, last
glimpses.

Great houses - well
built

A real sense of
community
Cycling with my son

Hope it stays as a
landmark
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Conquering my fear of
running

Using the path to conquer my fear of running! I regularly do 7/8K by
the Dart. It's stunning.
Gillian Healey.
Riding in the milk van

The porridge tower

My son cannot go past the chimney without thinking it is the Porridge
Tower from Abney & Teal.
Alan

Playing sports on the
north site

As a former pupil of the King Edward VI Grammar school we played
sports on the "North Site" - a very sticky clayey field. It was later
"land-filled" with no regard to the quality of the fill. Old cars etc!
James Bellchambers.

Standing on the
footbridge taking
photos

I was standing on the footbridge taking photos of spiders' webs with
dew on them. I heard a splash underneath and looked to see a seal
swimming away with a fish (Salmon?) in it's mouth.
David, 70.
New Totnesian.
Memories of whistling through Totnes and the light of the Creamery
from the train.
1970s to 2014

Tow path to the leat

The Creamery from
the train

Flooded path

cycling to school when the path was flooded
Callum 12

Comforted by the
peaceful view

Arriving & leaving so many times by train sometimes to go on
adventures far far away, sometimes arriving joyful for a short period
of time to see family.... sitting by the river at these times comforted by the peaceful view.

dug out after around 6 weeks or so the milk was still fresh!! (Had to
be put down the drain though!)
Bob Alford 66
As a child riding in the milk van to collect crates of milk to be
delivered with my dad. Our dog always travelled on the van as well
and was often treated to a lid off the top of an empty cream tray. As
I got older I was often sent to collect more cream for the shop. Liz
Sollars 61
The Tow Path to the leat runs beneath the railway.
The perfect access to town from the site!

picture 4

Close match

Lost close match on tie-break - gutted!
Denis

Modern and future
proofed ideas

Being intrigued by the idea of a derelict site becoming an innovative
project that could breathe modern & future proofed ideas into a
human-scale neighbourhood.
During the harsh winter in the late 60s the drivers were keen to get
to all the farms on the Moors to collect the milk. I believe it was
Ernie Peters who got stuck in the snow and when his lorry was finally

During the harsh
winter in the late 60s
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Memory mapping: Site and surroundings (phase 1)
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Community Design Team Brief (Phase 1)
A group from the community gathered and facilitated to explore and filter
visioning material for site development.

v. The Development Brief will be established by the project team with input from the
Design Team, and will take into account all the information gathered (including the
outputs from these weekend workshops).
3.

The site is now a live site as far as the Health and Safety Executive is concerned. This
means that:

ATMOS Totnes: Concept Design Workshops Briefing

i. All visitors to the Station Road Office (which is now the site office) must sign in and out.
ii. All visitors must be briefed in relation to the safety rules.
iii. When on site relevant and appropriate personal protective equipment (hard hats, high
vis jackets and appropriate footwear) must be worn.

Aim
1.
2.

The aim is to engage people in the development of the concept designs.
These workshop sessions should develop further the ideas around key elements (see list related
to outcomes below).

4.

Facilitation:
i. The facilitators are Rob Hopkins, Frances Northrop, Ruth Ben-Tovim, Andrew Kirby and
Dave Chapman.
ii. Where a lead is nominated this means that that session is led by that person.
iii. Each of the facilitators both act as facilitators (encouraging participants to provide their
input) as well as inputting their own/professional views as the workshops progress.
iv. Co-facilitators need to ensure that the outcomes and outputs of the session are
generated and that participants are encouraged and enabled to take part. Cofacilitators will facilitate small group sessions.
v. Small group sessions should involve no more than 7 people with a facilitator. This should
mean that there is always one facilitator designated to time keeping and floating to
support ‘lost’ participants.

5.

Consultative Sessions Friday 30th and Saturday 31st January:
i. These ‘open’ sessions will be the opportunity for wider feedback from the community.
ii. These sessions are more consultative in nature, and will focus on key questions. For
example:
 Do the connections look right?
 Is the mix of uses on site about right?

Outcome
1.

2.

The outcomes and outputs of these design workshops will feed into the concept design:
 The layout including access, circulation and parking;
 Scale, massing and height of buildings;
 The materials to be used;
 Physical connections to and from the site;
 The landscaping;
 The social connections.
Practically the outputs will be:
a. Plans showing the layout of the site, physical connections
b. Plans showing the zoning of the site, with clarity over the percentage mix of uses
c. The list of patterns which will guide the concept design of the site
d. The materials which will be used
e. A scale model of the proposed development on the South of the site

Practicalities
1.

The workshops:
i. There will be 4 workshops over the two weekends with the same group of people
attending the workshops.
ii. The workshops to take place on Saturday 17th January, Sunday 18th January, Saturday
24th January, Sunday 25th January.
iii. All sessions 10 am to 4 pm and take place at the Station Road office, with the exception
of those that will be off site!
iv. Lunch and tea/coffee will be provided.

2.

Key elements of participant briefing
There is a need to ensure that those participating are briefed that:
i. These sessions are part of the whole process, and that there may be changes as the
work from the consultancy team emerges.
ii. They are not starting again but are starting with the known constraints from and the
ideas and feedback gathered so far.
iii. They are aware that they are acting as ‘representatives’ of the Totnes community.
iv. The intention is that they help to produce the strategic input to the concept designs;
they are not developing detailed designs. It is to be noted that this is an intensive
process, which is designed to be reflective in parts without designing in time for
reflection. It is also noted that the space between sessions is designed as down time
and reflection on the workshop process as a whole.

Health and Safety Considerations:
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Day 1: Saturday 17th January 2015
Timing
Start

Finish

10.00 am

11.00 am

Activity
Main Activity
Welcome, introductions, aims,
General information including Health
and Safety briefing

11.00 am
11.30 am

1.30 pm
2.30 pm

11.30 am
1.30 pm

2.30 pm
3.45 pm

Coffee Break
Patterns of Totnes:
1. Walking tour: 11.30 am to 1 pm.
- Whole group together.
2. List key issues: 1 pm to 1.30 pm:
- 4 groups for 15 minutes each
then come together as one
group to agree list (initial
reactions)
Lunch
Site visit:
1. Walk the boundary
2. Walk the site
3. Visit the Brunel Building
-

3.45 pm

4.00 pm

Walk as one group.
Facilitators can point out key
issues (boundaries, footpaths,
tunnel etc).
Participants to make notes.

Recap on the day

Materials and
Resources
Needed

Practical questions to be answered

Outputs

Facilitators
Lead

Co

DC

1. Clarity over the aims for the
workshops and the aims for the
day
2. Clarity over the outcomes sought
– clear expectations
3. Start to get to know everyone
1. Why do some places in Totnes
work and others don’t?
2. Where is your favourite place
and why?
3. What makes you feel comfortable
in a space?



Notebooks
and pens

1. List of the patterns of
Totnes that are deemed to
be most important to the
group with an initial view
about why they feel they
are important

RH

N/A

Key question to answer: how would
the site describe itself if it could
talk?



Notebooks
and pens
A 4 plans of
the site for
people to
make notes
on

1. Understanding of the
constraints and the physical
boundaries etc.
2. Identify possible
connections, plus start to
consider the zones of the
site

AK

RH,
R-BT,
DC

Questions to be posed:
1. Where is the heart of the site?
2. Where would you pitch you tent?
3. Where would you cross the river?
4. Where would you live?
5. Where would you work?
6. Where would you play?
7. How do you get into the site?
8. Where is the best place to cross
the site?



DC
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Day 2: Sunday 18th January 2015
Timing
Start
Finish
10.00 am
10.15 am

10.15 am
11.15 am

Main Activity

Activity
Practical questions to be answered

Overview of the day
Hub Activity 1:
Past room, memory map and anyone
who

Materials and
Resources
Needed

11.30 am
1.30 pm

Coffee Break
Hub Activity 2: Future Room 1
Pictures and diagrams of the future.
Work as individuals, then facilitator
shares the emerging issues under each
heading with the group

1.30 pm
2.30 pm

2.30 pm
4.00 pm

Lunch
Physical connections and zones
Part 1: laying down the connections
(physical connections)
2.30 pm to 2.50 pm: 4 small groups
with plans on the walls which and
pens to allow people to draw on them
Part 2: identifying the zones
2.50 pm to 3.15pm small groups with
plans on the walls which and pens to
allow people to draw on them
Come together as a whole group
3.15 pm to 4.00 pm review of sites
and zones as a whole
Note: AK floats, listens and adds.
Aim to pick up key/salient points of
each discussion.

N/A

1. The key emerging issues
under each heading (to be
written up).

RB-T

N/A

1. The site plan with the key
connections and narrative
on the significant issues
relating to them.
2. The site plan showing
zoning (housing,
employment, community,
open space, etc.). The
percentage mix of the site.

DC
and
AK

RH,
RB-T,
FN

Drawing on the past and the
experience of the site visits …
consider… among other issues
- Types of uses
- Connections
- Open spaces
- Access and circulation

Revisit the questions to be posed
during site visit and considered the
past and future to answer:
1. Where is the heart of the site?
2. Where would you pitch you tent?
3. Where would you cross the river?
4. Where would you live?
5. Where would you work?
6. Where would you play?
7. How do you get into the site?
8. Where is the best place to cross
the site?
From these suggest the likely zones of
the site




A0 plans – 4
per group.
Coloured
pens.

Co

DC
RB-T

1. A view (and statement)
about the social
connections created as a
result of activity on the site
(past to present).
2. A view about the significant
physical connections to and
from the site.

Draw on the past and site visits and
the future to suggest and note the key
physical connections (paths, roads,
routes etc., to, from and across the
site).

Facilitators
Lead

1. What are the key considerations
that can be taken from these
spaces: connections (physical and
social) and uses?

Work as individual and then share as a
group.
11.15 am
11.30 am

Outputs
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Day 3: Saturday 24th January 2015
Timing

Activity

Start

Finish

Main Activity

10.00 am

10.15 am

Quick welcome
Hellos’:
in pairs 2 mins each to check in how was
last week for you, any thoughts during the
week and what you looking forward to
about this weekend…

Materials and
Resources
Needed

Practical questions to be
answered

Outputs

Lead

11.15 am

Hub Activity 3:
Senses (hearing, learning, doing, tasting,
smelling and seeing)
On way down 5 mins to look at plans and
ideas from last week
Spend time reading and looking at the
senses on the wall and the print out 30
mins
1. Harvest individual nuggets only –that
support/add to patterns, site, hub
material from last week. This isn’t so
much about you looking for evidence to
back up your idea it’s going back for
further guidance.
2. Write I feel/see/taste/smell/learn,
and the specific nugget on the heart
post its but keep them on your own
books for now

11.15 am

11.30 am

Co

DC
RB-T

I will time … other person just listens…. Its
not a chat its thinking aloud with someone
listening
Overview of the day
10.15 am

Facilitators

DC
1. The aim is to review the
proposed connections and
zones developed during
workshop 2 and test against
the senses responses.




Heart post
its
Large print
out of long
list of
Senses

1. Overlay the senses onto the
zones. Do they work are the
zones in the right places?
2. Site plans with physical
connections to, form and
across the site, showing
zones of the site with
predominant and mix of
uses defined for each zone

RB-T

N/A

Get together with group you were working
with last week. Each group look at all 5
senses summary sheets together and their
own nuggets and share your understanding
of what people want to see/feel etc.
Coffee Break
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Timing
Start
Finish
11.30 am

1.30 pm

Activity
Main Activity
Zones and Uses
Set the aim: we trying to arrive at broad
brush stroke consensus if we can.
Work in the same 5 small groups as per the
session on Sunday 18th pm – for 1 hour:
With original Map to refer to but now
working on a new sheet of tracing with
‘consensus’ points marked on them as a
starter.
Send out people regularly to look at other
peoples ideas or go on a group visit… then
bring back to group see if you can adapt…
and allow the consensus to emerge
1.00pm to 1.30pm: Bring all maps
together… Can we find consensus… AK and
DC to facilitate this
Seek to draw out the agreed common
themes and areas where there is still
disagreement. The aim is to move
towards one agreed layout.

Practical questions to be
answered
The starting point is with a plan
that has the previously common
features from the 5 plans
developed on Sunday 18th.
1. Review the
zones/connections in light of
the senses you have just
worked on add to your
ideas… still building on the
answering same questions
from before if you need bit
more time . How could we
realise the most popular
senses on the site?

Materials and
Resources
Needed
 A0 plans – 4
per group.
 Coloured
pens.
 Tracing
paper
 To scale
examples

Outputs
1. Defining in more detail the
uses within each zone and
how these relate to other
zones. Where (and what)
are the edges (conflicts)?
2. A list of likely end uses
within each zone.

Facilitators
Lead
Co
DC

2. Review the zones in light of
the other groups work.
3. This is about identifying
mass, and scale, and general
uses of key buildings/clusters
in each zone … and open
space… what happens here,
how do the zones work
together
4. Have scale examples of areas
in Totnes that can be laid on
the plans to start to allow
size of zones to be imagined

1.30 pm

2.30 pm

Lunch
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Timing
Start
Finish
2.30 pm

4.00 pm

Activity
Main Activity
Hub Activity 4:
Inspirational images
Visit the doors in pairs ….Have a look at
quick instinct what are the images telling
us about principles of what people
like/don’t like
Write these on post its and add to flip
charts with those titles … Most popular/
Least popular

Practical questions to be
answered
Relates to patterns, uses and
materials.
Looking at
 Housing
 Open Spaces
 Public Art
 Public Buildings
 General Materials

Materials and
Resources
Needed
Top 8 images x
10 times

Outputs
1. Review of the proposed
patterns, uses and
materials; do the
inspirational images back
these up?

Facilitators
Lead Co
RB-T

N/A

Cluster briefly – look as a whole group
3.00pm – 3.45pm: Work in groups of 3 and
each group is given photocopies of the
most popular 8 – 10 images from all the
doors as a whole group
Use these images and everything that we
have done so far to write a 100 word
concept/ elevator pitch/ vision /principles
for the whole site’ in any way you would
like… could be a Haiku, have the tone of a
brochure, be a postcard… you decide …..
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Day 4: Sunday 25th January 2015
Timing
Start

Finish

10.00 am
10.15 am

10.15 am
1.30 pm
To
include a
coffee
break at
11.15am

Activity
Main Activity

Overview of the day
Zones and Patterns: RH to re-cap on
patterns then:
Will require site visit.
Part 1: Key Patterns
10.30 am to 11.15 am:
Work in 5 small groups – form the same
connections and zones plan – walk from
the front of the site to your zone –
describe the story – feeling, hearing,
seeing, smelling, how are these part of the
zone you are in?

1.30 pm
2.30 pm

2.30 pm
4.00 pm

Part 2: Patterns and zones
11.30 am to 1.30 am:
Share the stories
Lunch
Drawing it all together
Their role: AL to brief (disclosure etc.)

Materials and
Resources
Needed

Practical questions to be
answered
Seeks to draw on the patterns of
Totnes, the site visit and the
likely uses in each zone to
suggest the key patterns in each
zone.





A0 plans – 4
per group.
Coloured
pens.
Patterns
book

Outputs

Facilitator
Lead

1. The likely scale and mass of
buildings as they relate to
patterns.
2. For the South side of the
site the key patterns to be
used.
3. For some areas of the North
side of the site key
patterns.
4. List of all the patterns.

DC
RH

DC

Co
DC,
RB-T,
FN

RH,
RB-T,
FN,
AK

Review the journey and the process: RBT to lead
Where have we been – in pairs
Anything missing: RB-T to lead ticks and
wishes:
Cards back on the table: RB-T to lead:
Anything changed, say something about
how it’s been for you personally, read out
latest card
Project team feedback and next steps:
DC to lead.
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Analysis of Phase 1: Atmos Totnes 2020 senses activity
The following shows things listed by people under each sense (that they would expect to be
seeing, hearing etc in 2020), starting with the most commonly listed.
Seeing
Open spaces, green space, nature & wildlife (70 mentions)
Manufacture, craft/work space, skills share, enterprise & learning (47 mentions)
Contemporary, sustainable design and natural materials. (42 mentions)
Art & creativity. (32 mentions)
Intergenerational activities and activities for all abilities. (34 mentions)
Colour, light and beauty. (20 mentions)
Play space (21 mentions)
Flexible meeting space, community hub. (20 mentions)
Food growing & gardens (19 mentions)
Traditional design / history 11 mentions)
Bicycles, public & shared transport (13 mentions)
Performance, music and night life 11 mentions) Housing (7 mentions)
Renewable energy (7 mentions)
Health and fitness (5 mentions)
Visitor accommodation (1 mention)
Swimming pool 3
Climbing wall 3
Hearing
Music & singing (78 mentions)
Wildlife, birds, wind, trees (61 mentions)
Voices (39 mentions)
Work / learning activity (29 mentions)
Laughter (38 mentions)
Children playing (30 mentions)
Water (25 mentions)
Trains 10 mentions)
Community radio (3 mentions)
Doing
Working, teaching, learning, workshops, crafts, making, creating, sharing skills (100
mentions)
Playing (23 mentions)
Eating, shopping, socialising, dancing (28 mentions)

Gardening, food production, farming (23 mentions)
Bike hire, walking, running, water sports (21 mentions)
Attending music, theatre performance, exhibitions (19 mentions)
Relaxing, spa (16 mentions)
Meeting, talking, interacting (15 mentions)
Building & living sustainably (15 mentions)
Volunteering, caring, giving (12 mentions)
Tasting
Food – local, fresh, organic, natural, wholefood, vegan, affordable, artisan, healthy (63
mentions)
Food grown on site (29 mentions)
Coffee (15 mentions)
Local beer, wine, ale, cider 12 mentions)
World foods (14 mentions)
Workshops, skills, ideas (19 mentions) Fresh bread (6 mentions)
Flowers and foraged, honey (6 mentions)
Smelling
Plants, flowers, water, grass trees (62 mentions)
Food, herbs and local produce (53 mentions)
Bread baking (26 mentions)
Fresh clean air, no pollution (26 mentions)
Coffee (20 mentions)
Natural building materials, sawdust, wood smoke and compost (18 mentions)
Learning
Energy, environment, sustainability, global issues, eco design and build (28 mentions)
Make, mend, build, practical skills, recycle and craft (18 mentions)
Skills share (19 mentions)
Community work, living and relating (16 mentions)
Music, arts, language and dance (16 mentions)
Food growing and cooking (11 mentions)
Business, inspiration, ideas, technology and IT 10 mentions)
About the local area and history (9 mentions)
Meditation, spiritual and therapies (9 mentions)
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Output of Phase 1: Principles for Development
Developed by the community design team from over 300 people’s contributions of ideas and
visions for the site.

Overall
 Sense of arrival
 High density mixed development – live, work and relax
 Opportunities for Learning woven into all aspects of live, work and relax on the site
 Ownership and management is through community enterprise
 Its financially viable
 Development is Carbon Neutral both build and end use
 The project compliments and improves the prosperity of other organisations
 Its establishes meaningful connections with the historic town

Live (Housing)
 New models of housing: owner occupier, community housing, tied
 Housing for all ages
 Housing at costs people can afford
 No second home owners
 Opportunities for shared facilities
 Different sizes, styles and heights
 Integrated with natural space
 Creating distinct communities
 Self-build
 Inside/outside space
 Sustainable and low energy/natural materials
 Innovative
 Old/new
 Integrated between age groups
 Roof gardens, Walkways

Work









Co-creation community workspace
Learning and skills share
Contribute to economic relocalisation – local jobs, money recirculating etc.
Small scale work space/work hubs/cottage industries
Help to reduce dependency upon a few large external employers
Businesses to work together – share facilities etc.
Food and drink: producing, preparing and selling
Accommodation for visitors









Relax
















Open











Performance space
Space for therapeutic and creative activities
Small scale providers working collaboratively
Education/training
Young people focus
Different scales of buildings
Old and new

Performance space
Space to eat and drink
Events space
Flexibility with use
Art and celebration
Health activity
Play space
Social Activity
Short term visitor accommodation
Food - markets./production/ prep
Different scales of buildings
Wow factor and functional
Old and new
Indoor/outdoor
Mixed uses

Spaces
Space for all ages - mixed ages
Flexible, multi-use
Natural
Connections to water
Functional and fun
Eating and Drinking
Art and celebration integration
Food Growing, preparing, sharing
Biodiversity
River and connections to the river past
 Swimming
 Wildlife and recreation
 The leat
 Trees and nature
 Walking
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Swimming
Cycling
Family (picnics and celebrations)
Healing and restorative power of the river and nature
Health activity
Peace

Output from phase 1: Zoning Plan

Public Art
 Temporary, changing, collaborative
 Urban, cutting edge, community
 The whole site as an artistic creative space
 Events/seasonal /festival
 Using nature as part of art
 Social connections throughout the year
 Celebrating the heritage of the site
 Public art Integration throughout scheme
 Transforming the ordinary to make extraordinary
 Invites participation
Connections
 Inter- Generational connections
 All and learning
 Inclusion
 Physical connections: transport, river, town
 Connections to the past uses: food, nature and recreation
 Diverse connections and routes across the site - heights/ type
 The countryside connections
 Social connections
 Mixing and culture
Materials
 Sustainable and natural: cob, lime, green roofs, straw, sheep wool etc
 Re-use and recycle
 Timber and glass
 Renewables: PV, solar thermal, district heating system
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Report Master Plan Consultation (Phase 2)
May 2015 / Engagement Report for period 18 March 2015 - 12 May 2015

Aim of engagement
Phase 2 developed and focused the engagement after a period of successful visioning and ideas
sharing with the community October - December. Phase 2 aimed to:
 provide more information about Atmos Totnes around a number of themes
o The process
o The people involved
o The site
 provide directed consultation opportunities around the Master Plan
o objections
o feedback on any specific areas where the design team need input
o anything people think we are missing
 further highlighted businesses or organisation who were interested in the site (The was the
precursor to a request for formal expressions of interest which will come in phase 3)
 establish a variety of ways for consultation and engagement anything from a ‘meaningful
conversation’ about Atmos Totnes to in-depth guided sessions at the Atmos Totnes Hub.

Internal strategic aims for phase 2











To ensure people understand the process underway
o behind the scenes design team process
o public community consultation
o legal processes
Maintain a sense of momentum
To ensure people know the body applying for CRtBO and managing Atmos Totnes is TCDS and
understand who and what that is
To introduce and clarify the roles and responsibilities within the design team
To ensure people trust the leadership and process, comfortable with the complexity
To reveal and manage any objections
To ensure everyone knows about the project (4000 by end of May aware)
Keep supporters in touch (maintain 2000 strong support)
Provide briefing and information for ambassadors (20)

Structure of the engagement
The engagement was formed of four parts







The Atmos Totnes Hub (8 half day drop-in sessions): Full exhibit of the project thus far,
information sharing and consultation opportunities. Staffed half a day a week by TCDS Board
members for 121 support
Ambassador briefing and training (2 evening sessions): Establish a number of Atmos Totnes
Ambassadors (community members across Totnes) as resident contact points for the project
Community door-to-door information sharing (20 Ambassadors): Teams of Ambassadors
delivering leaflets, answering questions about the site and directing community to outreach and
Hub sessions
Community Outreach sessions (4 sessions around Totnes): Mini versions of exhibit and
consultation available at the Atmos Totnes Hub held in locations around Totnes

With both the Atmos Totnes Hub and the portable Hub we worked with Encounters Arts who had
designed the first engagement phase materials and facilitation. The style of the consultation was

therefore recognisable and of the quality that some people engaging in this phase would have
recognised.
The engagement work during this period relates to a period of distributing information leaflets and also
press and PR work to share information as widely as possible in the community. See Press Log for
more info.

Community door-to-door information sharing
The aim this work was to continue to invite people to the Hub (the main focus of information sharing
and consultation) and to the Outreach venues.
The Town was divided into quadrants which is the basis for this outreach plan and the referendum
campaign (future work), each Ambassador briefed and enabled to work together with others within the
quadrant.
·
Follaton/ Plymouth Road
·
Town centre - maudlin Road
·
North West quadrant - Dairycrest site/KEVICC//Swallowfields
·
Lower Bridgetown
·
Upper Bridgetown
·
Surrounding areas (Dartington/Berry Pomeroy/ Staverton)
To recruit the group we encouraged some people TCDS felt particularly able to encourage community
participation from a range of backgrounds but also asked for recruits from the:
a) Existing volunteer group
b) People who contacted to be part of weekend including those who couldn't come
c) People who in book who said they would volunteer to be an ambassador
Outcomes from Phase

Outputs from phase 2 engagement
Atmos Totnes Hub exhibit on heritage and visioning which was a condensed and reformatted ‘story’
of phase 1 engagement
Atmos Totnes Hub consultation included new material focused around the aims above
 provide more information about Atmos Totnes around a number of themes
o The process
 design process
 CRtBO process
o The people involved
 TCDS: what it is how it works, who is a Director, how it relates to Atmos Totnes,
the project team and design team
 Design team: Who is on the design team, the role they play at Atmos Totnes,
information they have gathered about the site
 Project team: Who is it, how is works and how it relates to TCDS and Design
Team
 Partners: Who the partners are and how they relate to the project
o The site
 Current status
 Potential designs
 Early ideas around use and management
 provide directed consultation opportunities around the Master Plan
o objections
o feedback on any specific areas where the design team need input
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o



anything people think we are missing
Opportunity for businesses and organisations to leave their details with the project

Portable ‘Hub’ for outreach based on a reduced version of the material above.
Talk point leaflet for people to take away and read. With additional information about local outreach
events.

Output figures for phase 2 engagement

Specific comments and suggestions:
Feedback on type of business and enterprise use (see below)

13

Feedback around Transport

9

Need for rentable accommodation for older people

1

Need for more balance (towards) community space rather than levels of accommodation

1

Need for affordable rent for young people

1

Interest in living on site generally

2

Interest in M&S development as resident

1

More development that enhances biodiversity

1

Method

Atmos
Totnes Hub

Ambassador Training
and Briefing

Community doorto-door

Community outreach
sessions

More public spaces

1

Number of opportunities for community
engagement and awareness

8

2

20

4

More detail on the plans (M&S specifically)

1

More detail on timescales for opening site

1

Number of community Ambassadors
involved

0

20

20

20
Arch or feature to welcome people to the site/ clear entrance

2

Numbers of community members
reached

76

Less symmetry on the plans/layout

1

A maypole on site

1

Social facilities facing/near the river

2

Amphitheatre on site

1

Chamomile Lawn (good on rubble substrate)

1

Suggesting Water source heat pump from river / community heating

1

Detail for green spaces

1

Information about how the business will stack-up

1

Optimise south facing and potential for PV

2

More community use buildings and facilities on the North side

1

Benches

1

20

500

112

Outreach session

Follaton

Library

St John’s School

St John’s Church

Numbers participated

20

58

15

19

Feedback from the Atmos Totnes Hub phase 2 consultation
Overall:

112

Objections

0

Brunel Museum

1

Positive / affirmations about Atmos Totnes

29

Garden shed for tools

1

Positive specifically about consultation

6

Offers of help

5

Specific contact details left for businesses (see below)

16

Specific comments and suggestions

48

Transport related feedback:
Need for van central drop off/ porters lodge

2

Community Cycle Hubs /storage across site

3

More parking spaces

2

Residents only parking

1

Clarity over pedestrian access

1
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Business uses mentioned in Hub consultation:
Feedback from Ambassador 121 sessions:

Craft/manual work connected to heritage

2

Hotel/Hostel

1

Objections

0

Community transport

2

Positive / affirmations about Atmos Totnes
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Cookery School

1

Positive specifically about consultation

0

Eco-friendly Garden Centre

1

Offers of help

0

Cafes/restaurants

3

Specific comments and suggestions

3

Ceremony (births, funerals etc)

1

Young people focused

1

Comments pertaining to:

Feedback from outreach sessions
Objections

0

Positive / affirmations about Atmos Totnes

6

Positive specifically about consultation

1

Offers of help

0

Specific comments and suggestions

9

That the business plan for the site would be difficult to achieve

1

The plan was too ambitious, and unlikely to succeed

1

Desire to keep the chimney

1

Comments pertaining to:
Specific sporting facilities

1

More food growing areas

1

Request for Railway museum

1

Maintain the Chimney

1

Budget hotel, viewable from railway

1

Concern re viability of car free development

1

Concern that car-free development was not workable

1

Concern about the scale building on the South Side of the site

1

Request for more social facilities to connect development with river

1
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Example Briefing for Atmos Ambassadors during
engagement period (Phase 2)
Atmos Totnes: Communications Briefing 1/4/15
What are we asking the community to do this fortnight?
Come to the Hub for a drop in-session (12 - 5pm on Wednesdays) until mid May. Lots of information
about the plans, people, process and the plans. This includes aspects that are confirmed as well as
those in progress. This is the place to see what is currently being discussed/worked on by the teams
involved. There are opportunities to support the work by feeding back on specific bits of work.
We are asking people to keep an eye out for invitations to outreach events that will be held across
Totnes.
Ambassadors - start talking about the outreach events we are planning around Totnes. Advise people
where to look out for info about these venues, dates and times.
Where are we in the whole process?
Principles and a concept plan were signed off at the end of January. Those are being developed into
more detailed plans and a development brief.
Detailed plans will be produced and shown in stages: Starting with building position and general use
(hopefully to be shown in the next couple of weeks). This will be followed by increasing detail until
we are at a point where you see a recognisable design with windows, landscaping etc.
What happens next?
Information and plans will keep being refreshed in the Hub so in any one month there might be a few
changes to detailed that are being produced and signed off by Totnes Community Development
Society.
We are also planning a number of sessions in halls and meeting areas around Totnes where some of
this information will be hosted and on display. We are calling this our Outreach Programme.
Atmos Totnes Ambassadors are being asked to promote both these consultation activities.
Where will people see info about Atmos at the moment?
Online (including Twitter, Facebook)
Banners about the open sessions at the Hub are going up in town and at the Hub.
The Sunday Times article is doing the rounds:
ww.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/style/homes_and_gardens/Move/article1520774.ece?shareToken=1bbc
ba70b89b09433bbcece1b4e60b84
Please note the article talks about Atmos Totnes being the first Community Right to Build to be
exercised. However this is not correct: Atmos Totnes is likely to be the first to be independent of a
neighbourhood plan (TCDS are running this project and the submission separately to the
Neighbourhood Plan). The article also (due to a bit of sloppy formatting) looks like properties will
cost £327,000 on the Atmos Totnes site. This is obviously not a correct connection. This figure is
likely to be an average cost of homes in Totnes at this time.

What are the external communications plans for this week?






Continue planning of Outreach Programme
Briefing of Ambassadors
Talking to neighbours and friends about the role and the Hub being open
Please Retweet or Share Facebook posts from Atmos Totnes about the consultation and the
Hub opening (Wednesdays 12 - 5pm)
Mailer to go out to all followers to encourage people to come to Hub and to introduce the
work being done by Ambassadors

What information are we collecting this week (See Collection Sheets)




The number of people you have spoken to about Atmos Totnes
The outcome of conversations
Opportunities for Ambassadors sharing through their community of interest

Distribution of materials within the community
Materials are being circulated online at the moment. A leaflet is being developed to introduce the
project and current phase of consultation.
FAQs from this week
These FAQs are already on the Atmos Totnes website. http://atmostotnes.org/faqs/





















Can I access the Dairy Crest site and historic Brunel building?
How will the community benefit from Atmos Totnes?
How will the site be developed?
What’s a Community Right to Build Order?
What’s the timetable for what happens next?
How can I get involved?
Why has it taken so long to get to this point?
Why are you working with a developer?
Where is the money coming from?
Will the chimney come down?
Will the site generate a lot of traffic?
Will this development take people away and jobs from historic town centre?
How much money is the land being bought for?
Can I vote in the referendum?
Is the site on a flood plain?
In the community there will be hundreds of views on how to develop the site. How will
you manage to get these down to plan for development?
Are there plans for meanwhile use on the site?
How does this process relate to all the other development projects in the area at the
moment?
Who is running this process/ who ultimately manages this process?
How will the site be run after it is developed?

No new FAQs this week.
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Email text
Hi XX
I have recently joined the Atmos Totnes team as an Ambassador - helping to spread the word about
the development planned for the old Dairy Crest site.
You might want to say a bit more here about what you have enjoyed about the project so far and
why you are choosing to be an Ambassador.
Every Wednesday from 12-5 until mid-May, the doors are open at the Atmos Totnes Hub and you are
invited to catch up on developments, comment on ongoing designs and familiarise yourself with the
process between now and the Community Right to Build Order vote in the Autumn. It's also your
opportunity to see the largest blackboard in Totnes! Here's a podcast of that audio tour of the Hub.
You can see more about the project on the website http://atmostotnes.org/
You can see the designs that are being considered at the Atmos Totnes Hub next to the station where
there are also activities to help you get involved in the project. The Atmos Totnes Hub is open
every Wednesday from 11th March until 13th May the Hub, between midday and 5pm. Would be
great if you could go along to the hub to see what is going on and leave your feedback.

Try and give people something they can do such as visiting a webpage on http://atmostotnes.org/ or
going to the Hub (Wednesday 12 - 5pm)
Respond. Answer questions you feel comfortable with but always feel free to defer (preferred if you
are in any doubt).
If a conversation becomes aggressive or unconstructively negative - leave it be.
Feedback constructive comments to the team.

Please remember:
We appreciate that the site and particularly the Brunel Building is of interest to a whole range of
people including those in the local community and national rail enthusiasts. There have been reports
of people using the London side platform to view the Brunel Building. The safety of you, rail
passengers and rail staff is paramount and we request you do not use any part of the station as a
vantage point for photograph or other viewing. Thank you for your help on this.

If you have questions about Atmos Totnes then do drop me a line by email or call xxxx
Thanks
1 minute pitch (feedback continues to be welcome about what pitch gets different people
interested!)
Atmos Totnes is the development currently being planned to rejuvenate the Dairy Crest site
down by the station. Many people have come to the project Hub to share their stories about what
makes the site a vital part of Totnes economic and social history. There were lots of ideas for what
the site could be used for.
There is a team of people working to take designs for the site on a new route to planning which
allows us all in the community to decide what gets built on the site. Once built it will be owned and
run by the community - so this development continues to be really important for the Town’s future.
The whole of Totnes is being invited to join in the process to help develop and refine the plans
for the site. Over 2000 people have been involved so far, and this is really encouraging. But we are
not finished. And therefore we are asking you today what you might have heard about Atmos
Totnes and what you would like to know?
Social media guidance
It would be good to share that you're involved in the project e.g., as an ambassador and give a link to
the site. Perhaps share something or an image that you particularly associate with the participatory
aspects of Atmos Totnes.
Always link back to @AtmosTotnes or the relevant page on Facebook.
If you use Hashtags then #Consultation #Community #Totnes #Development are all good ones
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of this link would also join up the national cycle route currently
broken at the (?)

ATMOS Consultation Comments: Hub drop-in 12/9/15
(Phase 3)
Please provide your comments on the proposals shown here today:

Are you
in
Favour
of this
scheme?

(1) Great! Well done, keep going! I like the idea of a hotel by this
station and a performance space is definitely needed in Totnes

Y

(2) Looks really good to me ****** for community involvement.
Looking forward to enjoying walking around, sampling the café
and shows in the Brunel Hall. Hotel looks promising too

Y

(3) Comprehensive and holistic – really taken on board community
input on the plans. Sustainable building is important – some
materials proposed – i.e embodied energy of 60 + units + hotel and
commercial could be huge

Y

(4) Hotel/hostel – generally a good idea. Concerned it doesn’t take
Y
businesses away from B&B’s in Town. Suggestion-family rooms – 46 people and a spa
Materials palette: like timber house, hofgul house, shingle house,
Lancaster house, Ocean Aeres,
- Solar panels – rain water collection for toilets
- Ecology – Approve
- Local centre geography – could a post office be incorporated –
only one small PO in town. With living space, work space and
holiday space it should be enough business to generate use.
- Well done to everyone!!!

(5) Such an exciting project. It feels great this is happening in Totnes.
I love the multi-generational facilities, the ideas of communal
spaces and the eco-self-sufficiency of the site.
It would be great for it to also incorporate cycle routes and to
make the link across the river to Littlehempston which is currently
cut off from Totnes and the wider community because of the lack
of safe accessible pedestrian or cycle routes. The establishment

Y

(6) I think this is a terrific project – well planned, lots of convincing
detail and evidence. I’m hopeful that things will go well until the
referendum. Roll on phase 1 next summer!

Y

(7) Buildings to include solar panels of every appropriate roof
- Straw cladding and timer would be my preference
- Love the ecology strategy and pedestrianised site
- Housing MUST be properly affordable and for long-term Totnes
residents only
- Consider spa/swimming, possibly hotel.
- Altogether this scheme is a wonderful vision

Y

(8) Very exciting! Well considered plans which are easy to understand. Y
Big fan of timber cladding. Some concerns over
deliveries/commercial vehicles for the businesses. Interested to
know what energy this site can produce VS demand
(9) I think this is the most exciting and interesting project I’ve seen
for a long time & I truly hope its successful. Well thought out and
consulted on.

Y

(10)
Building materials – like glass and wood – predominately +
cedar shingles. Keep that balance between modern and natural
- Affordable = think it should be linked to multiple of average salary
not % of market price
- Travel – car clubs very necessary – I would use ridesharing/guaranteed lift GREAT
- Youth – need a youth area/centre for teenagers

Y

(11)

Y

NO COMMENT

(12)
The proposals look very good. It would be helpful if no
extra traffic was generated from the site. So prioritise
encouragement for walking and cycling and dedicated bus hopper
for residents needing motor transport.
- The protection for wildlife is important to me

Y

(13)

Y

Youth activity area + hub needs good access points
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otherwise it might not be used optimally (good access from the
river path is presumably planned but need clarification) would
have been good to have more space allocated for young people
with age range of activities. ‘Affordable housing’ – needs to be
locally affordable (not based on national salary %)
-

What about bus links?

(14)
I am delighted to see such viable, realistic and entirely
desirable proposals for a busy site in Totnes – congrats to all
involved. I hope opportunities for employment on the site will
survive as the difficult economics of building become clearer,
though recognise that providing genuinely affordable housing is a
key driver of this project.

Y

(15)
It all looks most exciting. Some very dedicated and
motivated people have put forward wonderful proposals. Should
be fantastic. Most excited to be part of it and have it on my
doorstep

Y

Y
(16)
It all looks very exciting! Looking forward to getting
involved more fully

(17)
Looks great, well thought through as a business plan, would
like to see the chimney retained/re-invented – its an important
landmark

Y

(22)
Fantastic scheme – as a small business owner in
Littlehempston I would love to be able to access one site and use
the office space. I hope the site will be accessible from
Littlehempston via one bridge and cycle path

Y

(23)
Looks amazing and what a lot of hard work going into it
and vision. Well done everybody. Look forward to it being built
and using the spaces for my family, friends and the wonderful
community of Totnes

Y

(24)
Hard to believe these are people who can make an amazing
project happen! Looking forward!

Y

(25)

Y

(26)
A very interesting mix well displayed and easy to
understand. Well done for all your hard work!

Y

(27)
Refreshingly brilliant consultation process – why can’t all
processes be like this?

Y

(28)

Y

(18)
A really good idea – where is the skate park? Wildlife centre
please – take care of wildlife please.

Y

(19)
Fantastic opportunity to interact & feel part of an exciting
development. Keep up the excellent work! & know that your
efforts are entirely appreciated! I would definitely forego owning
a care and live here 

y

(20)

Y
Brill – go for it!

All looks amazing

Y
(29)

(21)

An eye opening look at community process

No comment
Y

(30)

No comment

(31)

No comment

(32)
The phased approach at the consultation feels
comprehensive and inclusive. I think this is reflected in the
proposed plan taking the diverse community needs into account
and transferring it into a sustainable design. A real community
approach producing commercial solutions, exciting times ahead

Y

Y

Y
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actually developing the [illegible]
(33)
I would like somewhere to do gymnastics. A dance school
would be good. A roller-skate/blade area please.
- Include a zip wire?
- Mostly a willow maze with wild life homes

Maybe

aged 9 ¾
34 Looks amazing and what a lot of hard work going into it and
vision. Well done everybody. Look forward to it being built and
using the spaces for my family, friends and the wonderful
community of Totnes

Y

35 I think this is a fabulous set of proposals – I wish you every success

Y

36 I think that with the current humanitarian crisis, half of the
houses should be ear marked for refugees. As a tolerant town,
but a rather racially homogenous one, I think its time to put some
of our values into action. By sharing the space, refugees and
other residents, it promotes integration rather than a ‘ghetto’. It
might be valuable to encourage the refugees to get involved with
the cafes and shops in the project as-well.

Y

40 It looks like a wonderful plan: what the future of community and
building SHOULD look like. I ‘m very impressed and wish the
project speedy delivery and hope it produces a model for the
future for the whole of the uk.

Y

41 I write as secretary of the Dart Angling Association with 90
members living locally and across the country. We have rented
the fishing from the Duchy for over 100 years and pay a
substantial rent annually from the Duchy of Cornwall. We make
our game fishing also available to the public via day tickets. We
would have concern about the over development of the site
adjacent to the river. The area is an important migratory pinch
point for salmon and sea trout and sensitive area for others, birds,
eels, lamprey. Issues concerning light pollution on the river,
increased boat traffic and public access in general. This said, I am
in favour of the scheme with reservations. The Association would
wish to be consulted and involved with the management of the
site and area. I was impressed by the level of consultation/debate
at the meeting.

Y

I think the Duchy of Cornwall as owner of the fundus (woodland?),
marsh area and river bank should be consulted on the proposals.
Y

37 Thank goodness you’ve got rid of that damn chimney! I like the
design but 2 reservations – 1) there’s an element of wishful
thinking about some of the commercial elements – does anyone
want to build a hotel here? Or a micro-brewery? Or a cookery
school? The project has to be commercially viable.

Y

42 Yes very much so
43 Generally supportive of the scheme. However, very concerned
that the extra access to the weirpool being encouraged will
adversely affect or disrupt our fishing on the weirpool, in which
we have a substantial financial investment in the shape of a 25yr
lease. The pool is shallow and the salmon and sea trout that lie
there will be disturbed by any extra swimming, boat traffic.
Dart Angling Assoc.

2) Now, we all think there should be less car use, but it won’t
disappear just because you want it to. Where do you park your
car if you come in from Harbertonford to go to the Brunel centre?
How is traffic going to be managed successfully on to the main
road?

Y

Y
44 You’ve come so far! It looks so fabulous! No comment except I
hope I can live and work here!

38 I like the proposals so far. Please could you provide a cycle link
using the old cattle track beside the leat underneath the railway.
Is it possible to have a pedestrian link under the railway bridge? I
like the cedar shingles for housing. Use exemplary eco-industrial
materials for hostel/workshop buildings.
39 I can see there are barriers to integrating ‘retirement’ housing
into the living area but it is sad to see more segregated
accommodation. Otherwise brilliant work at explaining as well as

Y

Y

Y
45 A really exciting project that will no doubt evolve and develop as
time progresses. Great information on the consultation. Thank
you.
46 I think the project Is a great idea. The plans for housing look
good. A big relief that there will be some visitor parking although
site is still TBC. This must be sorted as it will have a huge impact

Y
46

on Weirfields. Very disappointed there wasn’t more information
on retirement home development. What style of building e.c.? As
a resident who will back onto the retirement homes I am
desperate to know what our view might look like 180 degrees
from ground and 1st floor. What will the roofs look like? Backs of
properties?

number of small improvements, i.e. underpass replacing
pedestrian lights on Station Road, a “Redworth Roundabout” go
back to one way up High Street, focus on local jobs and ??? of ???
with less car use and delivery van need.
Y

It was mentioned business will manage own transportation. Again
concerned employees will cotton on and park on Weirfields,
already over used by people using it as free parking for train. Can
we get a resident Weirfields resident permit?
Y
47 All sounds great, though would be important to have
cycle/walking links to villages the other side of the river.
Y

54 Youth Hub next to steam railway bridge could lead to argument
about possible “youth vandalism” and present cycle path to
Littlehempston going ahead. Some concerns over parking and
possible knock on affect for neighbouring roads, especially
Weirfields, (declaration of interest, resident of Weirfields!). Very
concerned how vehicle access and egress from site onto Station
Road, already difficult, especially turning right. Need more detail
on detailed design of retirement flats to see affect of roofline on
views and sun/shade for Weirfield gardens. In general, there are
some great ideas, but hope all the practical issues can be
resolved.

48 It all looks very promising, positive and professional. Like the idea
of community spaces for locals to live and work in. All very good

Y
55 An excellent scheme with in depth detail on all aspects of build
and surrounding area. Well done to all involved.

49 Great to see the master plan and to see the 3D drawings of how it
might look. I think everything you’ve planned for and proposed is
perfect for the site. Good Work!

Y

50 Plans all look well thought out and include so much of the areas
the community have requested. The whole scheme still seems
very exciting and happy to be part of it in any small way.

Y

Y

Y
51 Really good. Comforting to see the level of competence. Sorry not
to see more aquaculture or small scale ‘incubator’ artisanal/light
industrial units.

56 The proposals for the development of Atmos are beautifully
displayed with a great range of areas clearly identified. I
particularly like the clear vision highlighting the eco-credentials
of site and prospective building designs. There is clearly a focus
on the social, economic and environmental aspects and a nice
balance between all. I think education should be a key theme
whether in the form of a visitor centre or classroom facilities to
help perpetuate the key ideas of such a project and inspire
others. Clear links should be made with energy, skill shares,
accommodation and I hope there will be enough flexibility within
the space. A really positive process with a strong team who have
a wonderful vision and good values at its heart. Many thanks.

Y
52 Excellent proposal. Very exciting and inspiring to see the vision
for the site. My main question is regarding the design of the flue
for the biomass / gas boilers. All this would be by the main
entrance to the site (in the present plan). It will be essential that
it is designed to both look good and ensure the living space is not
polluted. A metal flue might not provide the right feel for the
community as they return home so perhaps other designs could be
considered.

Y

Y
53 Overall happy with the way and depth of development in the
latest Sep 2015 plans. Most of the changes from earlier feel like
positive development. I am concerned with the need for “joined
up thinking” on car use, travel access, i.e. deliveries and the
general congestion in Station and Coronation roads. I feel it is
time for Totnes/SHDC/DCC to get real and start to make a

Y
57 (No Comment)
58 Really good – exciting to see things at this level of detail. Very
interested in being part of process to understand needs for
hotel/hostel accommodation. I have an interest in group
accommodation not during summer holidays and experience of
pricing points for different client groups. Interested in mooring
for 8m canoe. Great work.
Y
59 Happy with what has been shown. Surprised that there is more
accommodation than I thought there would be. I hope that the
youth activities hub will be able to accommodate the playstation
Totnes plan. I am worried as you can imagine as I am based here
47

already and will be the first to go as McCarthy and Stone will be in
my place. I love the idea of a jetty and boats.
Y
60 It appears to be a great improvement on what exists at present.
However, concerns about increased traffic. Also height of
hotel/hostel, two stories would be preferable.
61 House type No 2 good light but bit square and sharp, needs some
curves so Type 1 better, softer needed. Otherwise fantastic.

Y
Y Big fat
yes!

67 With serious concerns re: McCarthy and Stone scale and height of
the building, especially the centre section….too high!
Y

Y
62 (No comment)
Y
63 All looking amazing
Y
64 Extremely well consulted on! Keep it young, not old. Totnes is
rich enough. Employment.
Y
65 Unbelievable that all the input from so many people could be
given adequate consideration I think eventually this means that
the architects will go ahead with the design anyway, even if a few
feathers might be ruffled. From my brief contact and assimilation
with the proposals I get the impression that the architects are on a
favourable track, taking into account the ambience of Totnes and
the green orientation of its inhabitants. It looks as though the
scheme has unique and forward looking features, in keeping with
our special town. I am not able to comment on any architectural
deficiencies, and no doubt any problems will be revealed in the
course of time, and be tackled.

68 Community housing should be for the community, local people
only not outsiders!
Y
69 Please note the importance of providing a direct route from the
KEVICC site to the station via the proposed car park site adjacent
to the retirement homes.
A bus link would be ideal – failing this a pedestrian link is essential
(via steps if necessary).
A link is required between the site and the industrial estate via
the existing, or an improved, sub way adjacent to the leat and
through the existing Post Office or SHDC depot
Y
70 Playground – nearby café
Include water play (like Teignmouth sea front)
Woodland activities for kids/young
Water sports from ‘youth hub’
‘play station’ with café – larger, newer version of current play
station
Y

Y
66 Glad to hear 100% affordable housing
Good to have 8 or more studio self employed units in
Entrepreneurs Centre and some flats over.
The design for the old people’s flats is poor and needs fairly
radical rethink to try to avoid long corridors, more balconies for
sitting out and a better lounge/sitting space with café. Should
also have a garden by this café.
The hotel cum hostel is also poorly designed with daunting long
corridors. Its appearance will be boring like typical London or
other city hotel! I suggest a stepped design in plan will stop the
long corridor and be a better, more individualised atmosphere.
I like the free gardens area by Dart with walks.
Also like the use of the old Pumping Station as café and social hub
centre with catering.
My suggestions about this also if chairs/tables moved it could be
used occasionally for poetry, small drama and music

performances.
The houses’ gardens are very small and could be slightly bigger? Is
there a community garden a la “Edibles”, with classes on diet
from the Food Entrepreneurs Centre nearby?
Best of luck.

71 Good to see such a diverse set of uses and design. Great design.
Will really welcome having a shop this side of the station – much
needed
Would love to see a cycle link under the railway line (or alongside
the existing bridge). At the moment its very scary getting from
the by-pass to the main cycle way into town.
Biomass – where will this be sourced from? CO2 used to transport
it to the site.
Hotel/hostel?? Demand? Needs to be a unique offer and not
competing with local businesses.
Materials of buildings – please give some reference to existing
traditional buildings e.g. having slates (not shingles) as well as
innovative new ideas.
Open spaces – like the ideas of mixed public/semi private/private,
but it will need to be clear who is ultimately responsible for each
area for it to work. Not fair to rely on volunteers. Need private
spaces that people feel ownership of and pride in.
Thanks for all your hard work and creativity in getting this far.
48

72 Public notice on who is promising what finance (I’ve seen this
done in France – its to prevent funds melting away without the
public knowing)
A space by the railway so that long/bulky items can be delivered
by railway track in the middle of the night using portable crane
Steps on public routes with grooves for wheeling up cycles.
Revisit current traffic flows thro Totnes & mix between
commercial and private cars – it must be going up – new builds
Revisit air pollution readings – see above
Enlist public health money for developing personal travel plans
which will help all of Totnes – particularly walking
Policy for numbers of dogs and cats on the site. Increase in the
number of dogs are slowing down cycling speeds considerably.
Think of basking reptiles.
Good eaves on the buildings.
73
Sustainable Car Park suggestions – (some relevant to roads too)
- Grass Crete or other porous surface to minimise runoff and
material use and allow vegetation
- Hedges around edge. Trees for shelter. Promote diversity
- PV Panels over car parks – provide energy and shelter from sun and
rain
- Recharge points (100% renewable) for electric cars
- Parking spaces for car club vehicles, disabled etc
- Garden sheds designed to store bicycles
Housing
- Diversity of accommodation including single rooms
- Some cohousing/shared accommodation option. Don’t design for a
fixed tenant – ensure buildings can be used, flexibility, possibly
movable partition walls to ensure this
Construction Transport Plan
- Can materials for construction be brought in by rail to avoid
congestion at Redworth Junction?
- Vehicle access road from KEVICC needed
74

Y

75 This all looks really promising – huge progress since I was last here. A
few surprises:
- less work/live – work space than I was expecting
- Interesting proposals for entering affordable housing for local
people - (hopefully to prove flexible)
- Hotel/hostel badly needed
And good to see the ideas/attention to landscaping and public spaces and
nature conservation.
76
I have been “watching” developments at a distance and this is my first
visit to see what is being planned more closely.
I am very impressed at the thoughtfulness and consideration that has
been given to improving this area and making a positive impact on the
whole Totnes community.
There are some aspects that would need to be developed more widely to
assure viability for example, off site car parking, cycle, and bus network
links.
An exciting project!

Y

77

Y

Y

Please build as high as you sensibly can – i.e. consider 3 storeys instead
of 2 and make the hotel higher – it faces East and hides the railway lines.
Also, my endless plea, please, please, please NO RENDER of any kind –
it’s porous and sucks in filth! (Trains adjacent to site) Good scheme,
thanks.

Y

I think it’s all really exciting. I’m especially keen on affordable housing –
the stats on ‘people’ board are surprising and confirming of my
experience living here – rent is high and insecure and I like the idea of
social, positive, community housing.
I’m also super keen and excited at the idea of being involved in the café.
I’ve dreamed of running a community café almost all my adult life and
though that will be at Atmos will be a little different from y UNION – I’m
excited to explore other ideas and inputting some of my UNIN which is
very in-line with the ethos here. I think to collaborate will be very
interesting, challenging, productive and beneficial to all involved. I’d
love to be a part of that!

78
Exciting and innovative concept which seems to be seriously addressing
promoting a work/life space in a totally new way. Impressed although
not sure where we would put of campervan…joking! (Half-joking!)

Y

79 (No Comment)

Y
Y

80
1. Transport Infrastructure – traffic problems for access in and out
2. Pressure on local services from additional people. Are there
enough school places, doctor provision?
3. Fully sold on the idea/concept but conscious about 1 and 2 above
4. Flooding risk – appears to have been thought about but the public
may need more convincing

Y

81
Excellent progress. Energy strategy looks good. 4% gain from “Go Lean”
seems rather low! Would expect better could be achieved.
Glad to see hotel/hostel now included
Hopefully the Car Club will mainly use electric vehicles. Car Park will

Y

49

include charging points etc.
82 (No comment)
Y
83
Y
Love the link bridge – the Activity Square and the spaces between the
housing for play and chatting. I love the paling and particularly the living
walls. The shingles and also the tiles (as per yard house studios) would
echo the architecture of ‘old’ Totnes. There is so much to like about this
project to counter cynics and naysayers (Yes! I’ve read comments on FB
and elsewhere.)
84
Turn the site in to a surfing zone, like in North Wales + keep the chimney

Y

85
It’s beginning to look very attractive.
A sense of activity, buzz, community.
It feels ‘connected’ in many ways – transport, river, footpaths into town,
etc
So much thought on so many levels and refreshingly including the ways
that people will be living, working using this space. Very exciting. Great
work by all!

Y

86
Interested in timescale post 2016 vote – if the vote is YES

Y

87
The “woodland” is currently under water – is this a problem? Food zone
3b issues?

Y

88
Hooray for Jeremy Corbyn!

Y

89
I would be interested in a studio space or a live work unit. I’d like to be
able to exhibit in a shared gallery space, next to the café if possible. I’d
need a quiet space only about 3m x 6m @ £35 per week or less, including
internet access, which is what I have at Coombe Park. I would like to be
open to the public by appointment as I need a quiet working space, with
good light and access to a small garden outside. This would not need to
be on the ground floor. Some views to look at would be useful for an
artist too. I would be interested in van sharing too. If the café or food
outlets had vegan food that would be great! 10% of Totnes is vegan but
we are not well catered for here.

Y

90
A sense of place?

?

91
So, so impressed, you guys have gone so beyond the extra mile. Hope to
contribute in the future.

Y

92
Access to the site (Vehicular) – looks tight/contorted
The built perimeter of the scheme should be permeable to retain views
from the centre of the site out towards nature (wetlands and woodland)

Y

93
Small ATT energy unit
Small ATT energy unit
Community Kiosk (Covered but not fenced in)

Y

94
I am beyond amazed and excited to see the plans
I love all the attention to detail and so look forward to seeing it progress.
Behind you all 100% and I am looking forward to being part of it.
With HUGE appreciation and amazement.

Y

95
I would be interested in a work unit (pottery/art studio), a large or
maybe two smaller units. Would need to be on the ground floor with
running water, good power supply, good light and access to fresh air
(windows which can be opened is essential). Would be great to be able
to sell to the public from the unit, also a communal gallery space where
all the makers/artists could sell from would be great.
I may also be interested in a dwelling depending on what’s available.
This would need to be fairly affordable if they are for sale, it doesn’t
need to be large, a small house/flat with access to a private outdoor
space would be more desirable than a large place with no outdoor space.
I think there is a great shortage of affordable housing for single people or
couple as opposed to families.
Love the idea of an onsite café/canteen!
Also, camp ground is a great idea as is music venue and micro-brewery.
Good to have good soundproofing from start (hard to add on later!)

Y

Transport workshop (run by James and Anna)
(bold = participants, regular = facilitators)
How many parking units allocated to the retirement housing?
Parking demonstrated on map (about 1 per unit). Separate allocation controlled by McCarthy
Stone.
Where is the parking allocated to businesses?
Some on site and some off e.g. conversations ongoing with kevicc
Some discussion on connectivity i.e. need for pedestrian access in places.
Can there be a bike hire facility please?
How can we support people in using a travel plan?
Cost of public transport will be an issue.
Community transport could be on the industrial estate or on site but then need
pedestrian link to ind. Estate
50

Will units be taken up by those already here or new people which may add extra
pressure?
Could be a mix re enterprises
Housing is for Totnes
Relationship between site and ind. Estate interesting as some businesses which outgrow site
could move on there.
Neighbourhood Plan considering Park and Stride Plan.
What does research suggest as to the popularity of a lifestyle which makes less use of
transport i.e. how popular will the site plan be?
Totnes, as a community, has a higher percentage than usual of those who walk to work.
Role of railway station will be vital.
Concern that no infrastructure should be put in place which makes opening up of tunnel
to link with Ind estate e.t.c. in future difficult.
No building planned for in front of the tunnel
Tunnel not factored in at moment but potentially could be
Some ecological constraints in that area need consideration
Accessibility to and affordability of vehicles in the Car Pool?
Someone will be on site to manage car club which will ease potential difficulties
Community will be running the car club so it does not necessarily have to be run on a
traditional business model, overall the scheme need to stack-up but there are different ways
of doing that.
Local electric bike scheme already running in Totnes so some experience of running
community scheme.
Travel Manager would help
How can the site manage deliveries and collection of goods from the site? Particularly
important for the brewery and food businesses
Some thought about having a site fork lift.
Envisioned that deliveries would come onto site but may be timed.
Discussion needed on how businesses look at pick up/drop off.
Traffic noise will be less than the experience of the creamery when it was operational.
The corner shop will also be a good thing for the local neighbours as might the car club
etc.
Traffic during the building phase?
Surprised if impact would be greater than when site is operational but management of heavy
vehicles may be necessary.
Building phased over a number of years.

Design team consultation reports
Report from Emily Young, LED architects
In general the response was very positive. When people had issues or queries, there was
enough information at hand (on drawings and through discussion) to resolve them.
Issues raised:
o People were keen to know the environmental impact of the housing (Code for
Sustainable homes ratings etc.)
o In the absence of a BREEAM rating to substantiate environmental targets, but that we
are aiming for a BREEAM outstanding ‘equivalent, it came across that it would be
important to document our targets and understand how this can be, or is, tied to
CRtBO process.
o Build in ‘future proofing’ into the designs so they can be easily re-purposed in the
future, or even at the outcome of the expressions of interest process.
o Design the hotel as flexible. There was a clear expression of interest in using the
north end of the hotel as a hostel for visiting school children to be linked to the youth
hub and river activities.
o A requirement for more live/work opportunities.
o A request for further studio spaces integrated within the residential areas.
o A gallery space (for local and visiting artists).
o Requests for private outdoor/garden space to houses.
o People were keen to know about the building materials and aesthetic of the scheme.
A mix of contemporary and vernacular styles was requested.
o A particular request to not use white render (or similar) was received – or other
materials that can look easily worn or dirty (due to proximity to railway).
o A visual nod to the previous industrial use of the site was favoured.
o A general consensus for a contemporary ‘eco industrial’ aesthetic to the centre of the
site relating to existing industrial feel, then more natural eco materials to the north
boundary relating to woodlands.
Report from Sam Hickinbottom, Hoare Lea
1.
Residents in Weirfields concerned about the glare generated from the McCarthy & Stone
development and the impact it will have on them.
(Response) Not in our appointment. McCarthy & Stone may have to conduct a Light
Trespass study if there is repeated concern.
2.
Questions surrounding what level of Code for Sustainable Homes we are targeting. Questions
also around what building materials we will be using and what the building fabric might be.
(Response) Need to liaise with LED Architects on what level we are targeting. Details of
building fabric. Add into Energy Strategy report and on to Storyboard.
3.
Passive Design measures only achieving a 4% reduction in CO2 levels.
Need to address the “Be Lean” target in the Energy Strategy following discussions with LED
on the performance of the building fabric that is intended.
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4.
Utilise PV panels as car park shading for McCarthy & Stone and Network Rail car parking.
Liaise with LED about showing suitable structure that can support PV panels and minimise
damage from public. Discuss in Energy Strategy docs.
5
Utilise the train for delivery of biomass.
Discuss viability in Energy Strategy docs. Noise issues, local delivery to a depot before train
journey. May be more carbon efficient for local delivery from Oakhampton?
6
Use the flues as an excuse to re-use the chimney.
Liaise with LED about a suitable structure. Flue liner within brick encasement, filled with
vermiculite insulation. Capped at termination with access and access required within
Energy centre at transition to stainless steel flue.
7
Utilise Energy from Waste. Either an anaerobic digester or Pyrolysis to generate biogas to be
used in conjunction with the Energy Strategy. Discuss the viability in the Energy
strategy documents. Are we producing enough of the right kind of waste? Spatial
requirements?
Additional flue – size? Smell? What alternative is there for waste management?
8
Integrate battery bank storage to take electricity from PV panels and possibly
Hydro scheme and store the energy for periods of peak demand.
Look into viability of battery storage.
Space? Cost? Ethical issues behind manufacturing? Can we justify the wasting of electricity?
Where could the electricity go if we do have a surplus?
9
Redundancy plan for Energy Centre.
Gas back-up and N+1 configuration sorts out plant failure. What if there is a leak in the
pipework in the Energy Centre – all houses have no heat. Look into a Risk Management Plan
for DHN to cover this.
10
Will there be take-away packs of information summarising the key points associated with the
development to allow people to digest in their own time?
TCDS to decide if this is viable or not

Report from Tom White, JGP
Transport
·
Will there be any improvements to Redworth Junction and if not how will traffic
from the site get on to the main road?
·
Will there be sufficient parking on site for residents, visitors and business users?
·
What buses will serve the site and will there be a bus service to the hospital in
Torbay?
·
Will the pedestrian crossing under the railway be opened up for use?
·
Will there be a direct pedestrian link from KEVICS to the area adjacent to the
Brunel Building
·
Can solar panels be installed over the proposed car parks?
·
Can construction materials be brought in and out using the railway or the river to
minimise disruption? Will there be a construction phase Traffic Management Plan? –
Cllr Vent
·
Would it be possible to store/maintain community buses on the car parking sites? –
Lynne Price, Community Transport
Flood Risk
·
Why has the Environment Agency changed their stance from opposing any
development to agreeing that the site could now be developed?
·
Can the water taxi platform be moved closer to the railway bridge? - Dart Angling
Club
·
Concern was expressed about light levels and the effect on Fishing - Dart Angling
Club
·
Concern was expressed about noise levels and disturbance generated by youngsters
jumping into the river from the proposed platform - Dart Angling Club
·
Is the wooded area between the wooded area and the hydro Power Scheme owned
by the Duchy? - Dart Angling Club
The Dart Angling Club pointed out that they pay an annual fee for the fishing rights on the Dart
and want to protect the interests of their members.

Other
·
·
·

Do you have any details on the leases? What will be the terms /duration of the
leases and can they be sub-let?
How will the scheme be funded?
James received comments from potential business operators who asked how
transient visitors will access the site, what provision will be made for staff parking
and how we would implement a car ownership free site?

Report from Martyn Lonsdale, Lavigne Lonsdale
General :
i)
Very positive and great to see the scheme moving forward
ii)
Need to consider access and traffic, particularly on the adjacent streets and main
road junction.
iii)
Have we considered moving the Hostel to the M&S site as this would seem to be
more logical from a visibility point of view?
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iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
xi)

How are the commercial units going to work with limited vehicular access??
Too many cafes
Ensure the scheme is designed for cyclists with good linkages (consider putting
ramps in for cycles on all stepped access points (like in Holland).
Affordability – how affordable will the housing be and is it for locals? This was a
recurring issue. Also, when will they be available!
Consider an internet drop off point on the Main Road or at the P&R site so that
people can collect shopping and on line buying.
How are we going to deal with construction traffic? Wouldn’t it be better to build
out the north site first and back out of the site?
Are we going to have an open competition for the bridge design??
How can business’ get involved in the process and sign up for a unit.

Landscape :
1) Vegetables and private external spaces: ensure that there are private spaces to plant
vegetables. Don’t have to be large spaces, but sufficient for older people to sit close
to their doors and have enough room to grow plants. (ML explained that whilst we do
not have allocated allotments, the whole external space will be a growing area, herbs
in the streets, fruit trees, communal and private growing areas in the rear of the
blocks etc.)
2) Maintenance: How do we envisage maintaining the spaces, streets, planting? ML
explained that we are looking into options including the following – communal
maintenance (by residents- although this may be too much of a burden), management
company (dealing with the main landscape features but leaving areas for communal
maintenance. )
3) What are we going to do with the woodland? – ML explained that this would be left
‘natural’ but will be subject to a management regime to remove invasive species. We
would also like to use it for informal ‘natural play’.
4) Youth provision: we should speak to young adults that have just left the town to find
out what was missing rather than to young people that don’t know yet! GREAT IDEA!!!
We need to find people aged 18-20 who have grown up in the town and can advise
what was missing in their youth. MUST have a youth workshop.
5) Station Access: A member from the Neighbourhood planning team said that they MUST
have a direct access across the M&S car park in order to link the proposed Park & Ride
with the station in the most direct route. ML explained that there was a significant
level difference and that this area was subject to M&S design. This needs to be
reviewed in light of the neighbourhood plan.
Ecology :
6) Embankment : One resident stated that they owned the bank and had a right of access
across the site to the station – this needs to be confirmed. Possible impact on
mitigation strategy for reptiles
Neighbours / M&S:
7) We had 3 neighbours come in and they all want a separate meeting to discuss the M&S
proposal and primarily height/ loss of light/ loss of view. Anna Lodge to set up
meeting.
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Regulation 14 Consultation Activity and Publicity
Introducing Regulation 14 Consultation




Three notices delivered to every address in Totnes via the Totnes Directory before and during
the consultation
Social media and email campaigns before and during Regulation 14 Consultation

Prior to reaching the Regulation 14 Consultation TCDS ran a final pre-regulation consultation
which shifted the community’s focus on design engagement to more formal means of
consultation. This is part of building the community’s capacity to engage in the process in a
range of ways at different times in the overall process and also to shift from more flexible
creative engagement to a more binary consultation model (e.g., Objection or comment and
TCDS response).

Dates and places where draft Community Right to Build Order was on display during
Regulation 14

Post phase 3 the consultation process has been in accordance with the Regulation 14
Consultation requirements as set out in the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012 (which
includes Community Right to Build Orders), which states:

2/11/15 – Monday, Tuesday,
20/12/15 Thursdays, Friday
10am – 4pm,
Wednesdays 2pm –
8pm
Saturdays and
Sundays 11am – 3pm

Pre-submission consultation and publicity
14. Before submitting a plan proposal to the local planning authority, a qualifying body
must—
(a) publicise, in a manner that is likely to bring it to the attention of people who live,
work or carry on business in the neighbourhood area—
(i) details of the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan;
(ii) details of where and when the proposals for a neighbourhood development
plan may be inspected;
(iii) details of how to make representations; and
(iv) the date by which those representations must be received, being not less
than 6 weeks from the date on which the draft proposal is first publicised;
(b) consult any consultation body referred to in paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 whose
interests the qualifying body considers may be affected by the proposals for a
neighbourhood development plan; and
(c) send a copy of the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan to the local
planning authority.
Regulation 14 requirements for community engagement
TCDS undertook a number of activities to ensure that Regulation 14 consultation was
publicised and undertaken in an appropriate manner. Key deliverables included:






47 days consecutive display of the draft Community Right to Build Order and associated
materials online (http://atmostotnes.org/crtboreg14/) and at the Atmos Totnes Hub
Leaflet drop to every home and business in Totnes via Royal Mail several weeks in advance of
Regulation 14 Consultation providing information of the consultation, details of where and
when the Order could be inspected, how to make representations and the date by which those
need to be made
A follow-up letter delivered during the consultation to every home and business in Totnes
providing background information of the Community Right to Build Order and details of the
consultation
Three pieces in the local press

2/11/15 – 24 hour
20/12/15

Online viewing http://atmostotnes.org/crtboreg14/
of material and
representations
Daily viewing of Atmos Totnes Hub, Station Yard,
material,
Station Road, Totnes, TQ9 5JP
representations
and QA with
ambassadors
and Directors

On visiting members of the community were greeted by Atmos Ambassadors and/or TCDS
Directors and presented with two rooms.
The first room was set-up to provide an introduction to the project for people who may or
may not have been involved in previous engagement within the project. The second room
contained detailed documents from the design team, extracted key drawing from those
document, elevations and sketch perspectives visuals:
Room 1

Draft Community Right to Build Order
Design and Access Statement
Community Engagement Report

Room 2

Design and Access Statement (second copy)
Flood and Surface Water Drainage Assessment
Ecological Impact Assessment
Transport Assessment and Framework Travel Plan
Mechanical, Electrical and Public Health Engineering Systems Stage 3 Report
Structural and Foul Drainage Strategy for South and North Site Development
Primary Geotechnical Ground Investigations
Geo-environmental Assessment and Ground Investigation
Asbestos Survey Report and Demolition Survey
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Atmos Ambassadors and TCDS Directors

Briefing to Atmos Totnes Ambassadors for staffing the Hub from 2nd November – 20th
December 2015:

There were 11 Atmos Ambassadors that supported the opening of the Atmos Totnes Hub for
Regulation 14 alongside TCDS Directors.
The role of Atmos Ambassadors and TCDS Directors at the Atmos Totnes Hub was to:




Orientate the visitor within the two rooms and within the Community Right to Build Order
process
Answer questions and help people locate information within the Regulation 14 materials
Ensure people had comments/objections forms for formal responses as required

Volunteer notes
Atmos Totnes Hub
At the start of each day please ensure
That there is a new sign-in sheet at the entrance (a new sign-in sheet is needed each day please).
Each volunteer (including Director) scheduled in this session has a question sheet. This is to log
questions to help all of us on the project clarify where information could be clearer. NB these are not
for noting objections or comments from the public. These must been on an official form.
Ensure there are enough comments feedback sheets in the Hub for participants. There should be 40
or so at any one time. If we are getting low on copies please tell a Director.
When people arrive
Welcoming people to Atmos Totnes and say who you are.
Totnes Community Development Society (facilitating Atmos Totnes) is running a pre-submission
consultation as part of the process towards obtaining a Community Right to Build Order for the site
Because this is a formal consultation any feedback needs to be given via the forms available.
Information is also available online through the Atmos Totnes website. Atmostotnes.org
Show visitors into the smaller of the two rooms first and invite them to look that room first (which
contains the overall information) before moving to the second room for the detail.
Questions only
You and the Directors are on hand for questions – but will not show people round or offer tours. It is
for the public and other consultees to look at what interests them. We must all remain objective and
responsive only.
If you are asked a question do answer it if you can but if you can’t then it is important not to do so,
but to seek a Director to respond. It is also fine to say you don’t know the response. Directors will do
the same if the information is not to hand. Most questions people have will be contained within the
documents so it is a good idea to familiarise yourself with these – especially the summary sections of
each document.
End of the day
Please collect together the comments sheets, question sheets and sign-in sheets. These must all be
left in the site office at the end of the day clipped together by date.
Thank you
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Atmos Totnes Hub during Regulation 14
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Regulation 14 Website Page on atmostotnes.org
The 11 documents that formed the draft Community Right to Build Order were also online as
a link through from the atmostotnes.org website:
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Means of Representation
All objections to the plans for Atmos Totnes were gathered through forms completed by
members of the community. These were available from the Atmos Totnes Hub between 2nd
November and 20th December 2015 and were available to download directly from the
atmostotnes.org website during this time.

Members of the community were asked to return these forms to the Atmos Totnes Hub or via
email to info@totnescommunity.org.uk by 4pm on the 20th December 2015.
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Publicity of Regulation 14 Consultation

TCDS social media

Primary publicity for Regulation 14 was via door to door delivery to all addresses in the area
of benefit Totnes Town of:

Before and during regulation 14 the promotion of the consultation aimed to drive people to
the Atmos Totnes Hub or the parallel Regulation 14 page of the Atmos Totnes website.
During this period the FAQ section of the website was also updated to provide a broader
context to the Community Right to Build Order process as it was recognised that, being a
relatively new form of planning procedure engagement with Regulation 14 would be more
effective if the community were to understand it’s role in a longer process.





An A5 invitation to the consultation
A letter approximately half way through the consultation offering home visits to update on
Atmos Totnes and reminding people about Regulation 14 Consultation
Invitations through the Totnes Directory issued across Totnes: October, November, December
2015

Date

October 2015

Item

Circular

October 2015

Leaflets

October 2015

Outside Panel
Hub

November 2015

Circular

November 2015

Letter

December 2015

Circular

Description
Totnes Directory: A year at Atmos
Totnes
Re-imaging the Diary Crest site.
Including full details of Reg 14
consultation: Details of draft
submission, where to make
representations, how to make
representations and dates
Regulation 14 full details: Details of
draft submission, where to make
representations, how to make
representations and dates
Update notice with dates November
– December 2015 Reg 14
Consultation drop-ins
Totnes Directory: Your questions
answered at Atmos Totnes. Included
summary details of Reg 14: where to
make representations, how to make
representations and dates
Introduction to project, process and
invitation for Director to meet with
individuals or groups for update.
Included summary details of Reg 14:
where to make representations, how
to make representations and dates.
Totnes Directory: Wishing you a
happy new year from Totnes
Community Development Society.
Included summary details of Reg 14:
where to make representations, how
to make representations and dates.

Numbers
printed

Geographic
coverage

Communication
Facebook

Number of posts focused on
Reg 14
14

Average impressions/open
rates per post
235

Twitter

332

126

Mailers

2

921

Website news posts

1

736

4000 Totnes
Including
Totnes (every
6000 address)
1 Totnes

Press editorial relating to Regulation 14
Outlet

Date

Totnes Times

28/10/2015 A step forward for Project on old
dairy site
18/11/2015 Atmos flats plan worries residents

Totnes Times
4000 Totnes

Totnes Times
Herald Express

Including
Totnes (every
4300 address)

Reconnect Magazine

Title

18/11/2015 100ft tall chimney will be
demolished
26/11/2015 Multi-million pound plans for
Totnes go on show
December Community creates Atmos plan
2015

Geographic
coverage
Totnes
Totnes
Totnes
Torbay
South West

4000
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Leaflet distributed to all Totnes residents and businesses in advance of Regulation 14:
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Letter distributed to all Totnes residents and businesses during Regulation 14:

23rd November 2015

Dear resident, business owner, employee, volunteer
We are writing to you about the Atmos Totnes development that is planned for the old Dairy Crest
site next to Totnes station. This letter provides a brief outline of the project. However, we would
also like to invite you to get in touch if you feel it would be useful for a Director of Totnes
Community Development Society (who are facilitating Atmos Totnes) to update you and your
neighbours/colleagues about this process.
What has been going on at Atmos Totnes?
Since 2007 and the closure of the Dairy Crest milk processing plant local people have worked to
establish a new vision for the site and refine this with the community of Totnes and a qualified
design team. This work has been facilitated over the last two years by Totnes Community
Development Society (totnescommunity.org.uk).
The vision for the site responds to the economic downturn by not just regenerating lost employment,
but emerging with new and even more jobs in sustainable employment, an enhanced environment,
and a contribution to a range of wider needs for local people. In this way enterprise is linked with
housing, community leadership and employment. The resulting site plans have been reviewed over
the course of the last nine months through a programme of community engagement.
Over 4000 local people have contributed to, commented on and helped to refine the plans for Atmos
Totnes over the last year. We recognise that a large number of people in Totnes have been involved
in this process. We also recognise that many people may not yet have been able, for a number of
reasons, to contribute. If this is the case for you and you would like to understand more about the
proposed development so that you can feedback within the process we urge you get in touch. Atmos
Totnes is a community-led development project and thus we want as many people who choose to be
involved to have the opportunity to do so.
What will be built at Atmos Totnes?
Atmos Totnes proposes that the site is developed to support mixed uses, establishing over 3.5
hectares of land capable of supporting over 99 homes, 160 jobs and community facilities. You can
download a full set-of plans from this website atmostotnes.org/crtboreg14/ (or visit the Atmos
Totnes Hub – opening hours overleaf).
This is a brief introduction to buildings proposed for the site:
 On the Southern side of the site (at the front of the site parallel to the railway line)
retirement housing over 3 storeys will be developed. This space will be developed by
McCarthy and Stone Retirement Lifestyles Ltd.
 At the heart of the site mixed commercial, community and cultural space will be developed
through the refurbished Brunel Building.
 On the Southern side of the site an Energy Centre, which serves the whole of the site, a
School for Food Entrepreneurs and a micro-brewery will be created.
 On the northern side of the site of commercial cottage industry/live work space will be
created with a health and wellbeing centre and hotel/hostel.



At the centre of the site and towards the northern boundary of the Northern side of the site
community affordable housing is provided in buildings ranging from 2 to 4 storeys.

Once developed the majority of the land will be owned by Totnes Community Development Society,
who will offer a community share issue (shares will be at a cost that local people can afford, £1.00)
to all those living in Totnes and surrounding areas. In this way, all of us who live in Totnes could be
part owners of the development.
Does Atmos Totnes have planning permission?
No. Totnes Community Development Society is using a new route to planning: The Community Right
to Build Order. In this process the plans are reviewed a number of times within the community, by
statutory agencies and by an independent examiner to determine if the plans meet the needs of the
community, the Basic Conditions and is in conformity with local and national planning regulations.
This examiner will recommend if the Order is fit to send to a referendum. If the project reaches this
stage next year, all those registered to vote and living in the Totnes parish will be entitled to vote
for or against the development of Atmos Totnes at that referendum in 2016.
At this stage Totnes Community Development Society have a lease for the site, and there are legal
agreements in place which will enable Totnes Community Development Society to buy the land once
a planning consent is in place.
Totnes Community Development Society is presenting the draft Order for Atmos Totnes now until 20 th
December 2015. This is part of pre-submission consultation programme, as per Regulation 14 of the
Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012.
How do I have my say about Atmos Totnes?
You would be most welcome to come to the Atmos Totnes Hub to view the Draft Community Right to
Build Order including all supporting information, graphic summaries and consultants reports until 20
December 2015. The address for the Atmos Totnes Hub is Station Yard, Station Road, Totnes, TQ9 5JP
(next to Totnes station, London site). Opening times: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 10am –
4pm, Wednesday 2pm – 8pm, Saturday and Sunday 11am – 3pm.
The materials can also be downloaded at atmostotnes.org/crtboreg14/ This page also contains a
response form so that you can email or post us your comments (positive or negative). It is very
important you use this to formally feedback if you feel this development is not what you want for
some reason or in some way. Totnes Community Development Society can then consider your
objections within this planning process.
Separate to formal constulation, but to reiterate a further invitation: if you or your neighbours
haven’t had a chance to be involved in the process to date and would like a brief update from the
Directors of Totnes Community Development Society about Atmos Totnes please get in touch. We are
happy to come to you, your street or workplace and discuss what has been happening, and the likely
process to come. Email: info@totnescommunity.org.uk or call and leave a message on 01803 411787.
With thanks,
Ed Vidler, Rob Hopkins, Anna Lodge, Frances Northrop and Dave Chapman
For and on behalf Totnes Community Development Society

Registered Office: 43 Fore Street, Totnes, Devon, TQ9 5HN
IPS Registration: 31671 R
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Neighbouring residents
In addition to receiving materials as detailed above, residents in the road adjacent to
the site were invited to a meeting specifically to answer any questions they had about
the development on 5th December 2015. They were hand delivered letters to this
meeting which also contained a reminder about the opening times for the Atmos Totnes
Hub during Regulation 14 for representations, and the availability of Regulation 14
material online.

Additional Letter delivered to residents in the road adjacent to Atmos Totnes during
Regulation 14 Consultation:
17th November 2015

Dear Neighbours
We would like to invite you to session specifically for residents of the streets adjacent to the Atmos
Totnes site. Members of the team facilitating Atmos Totnes will be on-hand to answer your questions
about the development as a whole, the route to planning and the on-going design work for the site.
Residents Session
Atmos Totnes Hub, Station Yard, TQ9 5JP (London side of Totnes Station)
Saturday 5th December 2015, 3:30 – 5pm
If you have not already done so, you may wish to visit the Hub before this date to familiarise yourself
with the material available.
The hub is open to the community and statutory agencies every day until 20th December at these
times:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 10am – 4pm,
Wednesday 2pm – 8pm
Saturday and Sunday 11am – 3pm
The documentation on display at this time forms the draft submission for a Community Right to Build
Order for the Atmos Totnes site. The consultation period currently underway is part of the Regulation
14 Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012. This consultation period will end on the 20th
December. You are welcome to submit comments or objections to the plans on the form provided in
the Atmos Totnes Hub or online. To download the draft submission documentation or a response form
visit: http://atmostotnes.org/crtboreg14/
The website above also details further information about the Community Right to Build Order, a
process with several stages before consent is either granted or declined. A Community Right to Build
Order process still ensures that all the usual planning regulations are met as well as a number of
Basic Conditions. As well as comprehensive public consultation, statutory bodies have to review the
materials, and an Independent Examiner will examine the whole process before recommending
whether or not the project goes forward to a referendum. If the scheme reaches a referendum,
registered voters within the Totnes Parish boundary would have the chance to vote for or against
granting planning consent for the proposed scheme at Atmos Totnes.
We hope to see you at the Hub on the 5th December or at another time during this consultation.
With thanks,
Ed Vidler, Rob Hopkins, Anna Lodge, Frances Northrop and Dave Chapman
For and on behalf Totnes Community Development Society

Registered Office: 43 Fore Street, Totnes, Devon, TQ9 5HN
IPS Registration: 31671 R
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Invitations to community groups during Regulation 14 Consultation
During Regulation 14 a number of local community-related groups were contacted and
invited to the consultation and to arrange an update meeting with Directors if appropriate.
This also contributed to publicity amongst the groups members, supporters and followers as
the email was forwarded on or distributed at local meeting etc.
Example email to community groups notifying of Regulation 14 Consultation:

From: XXX
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 6:50 PM
To: XXX
Cc: TCDS
Subject: Totnes Community Development Society Community Right to Build Order for Atmos Totnes, The Former
Totnes Creameries Site, Totnes, TQ9 5JP: Regulation 14 Consultation

Hi XXX
Totnes Community Development Society Community Right to Build Order for Atmos
Totnes, The Former Totnes Creameries Site, Totnes, TQ9 5JP
Consultation 2nd November – 20th December 2015
Hope you are well, its now a good few months since we spoke, but as you will be aware
Totnes Community Development Society (TCDS), as a qualifying body, has been preparing a
submission for a Community Right to Build Order for Atmos Totnes, The Former Totnes
Creameries Site, Totnes, TQ9 5JP for and with the local community.
TCDS is now presenting the draft Order, as part of a six weeks pre-submission consultation
programme, as per Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012, between
2nd November and 20 December 2015 at The Atmos Totnes Hub, Station Yard, Station Road,
Totnes, TQ9 5JP (Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 10am – 4pm, Wednesday 2pm – 8pm,
Saturday and Sunday 11am – 3pm).
Whilst you would be most welcome to come to the Hub (see times above) the Draft
Community Right to Build Order including all supporting information, graphic summaries and
consultants reports can be downloaded
at https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5o0ofnqugsnxpz/AADySNv6uxLni0ZMboH8hPhza?dl=0. On
behalf of Totnes Community Development Society can I formally request your feedback and
comments on the Draft Order by 4pm on 20th December 2015.
Alongside your formal feedback I think it would be extremely valuable at this stage to meet
with you and colleagues to talk though the proposals. Can I suggest that you send some
dates/times for us to meet on site form the w/c 9th November onwards.
In the meantime if you have any questions/queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
…
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Participation in Regulation 14 Consultation

Moorcar

Organisations contacted and meeting held with Statutory Consultees and other
stakeholders:
Organisation
South Hams District Council
Devon County Council
Environment Agency
Natural England
Historic England
Network Rail (Assets)
Western Power Distribution
Wales and West Utilities
South West Water
McCarthy and Stone
Miles Commercial Investments
Dairy Crest Group Plc.
First Great Western
Duchy of Cornwall
Network Rail (Technical team)
National CLT Network
Locality
Member of Parliament for the
Totnes Constituency
Network Rail (Projects
Control)
Sustrans
Homes and Communities
Agency
Architectural Heritage Fund
Heritage Lottery Fund
Venturesome
Groundwork UK
Triodos Bank
Network of Wellbeing
Totnes Town Council
TOTSOC
Dartington Parish Council
KEVICC
Sharpham
South Devon Railway Trust
Dart Angling Association
Totnes and Rural Transport
Association

Reason for contacting
Statutory consultee
Statutory consultee
Statutory consultee
Statutory consultee
Statutory consultee
Statutory consultee
Statutory consultee
Statutory consultee
Statutory consultee
Development partner
Agent for land owner
Land Owner
Lease neighbouring land
Neighbours to site
Requires ongoing access
through site
National stakeholder
National stakeholder
Local MP

Date meeting held
Held 10/12/15
Held 10/12/15
2/11/15
19/11/15
19/11/15
17/11/15
26/11/15
11/11/15

Requires ongoing access
through site
Regional/national
stakeholder
National stakeholder

11/11/15

National stakeholder
National stakeholder
National stakeholder
National stakeholder
National stakeholder
Local stakeholder
Local Town Council
Local stakeholder
Local stakeholder
Local stakeholder

8/12/15
18/11/15
20/11/15
13/11/15
9/12/15
(Curriculum)
18/11/15
19/11/15
26/11/15
20/11/15

Local stakeholder
Local stakeholder
Local stakeholder
Potential Travel Partner

Chamber of Commerce
Baltic Wharf
Totnes Women’s Institute
Totnes Caring
Womens Business Network
Traffic and Transport Forum
Bridgetown Alive
Leatside Surgery
St Johns School
The Grove School
Transition Town Totnes
Library
Totnes Trust
Dartington Hall Trust
Transition Homes

Potential Travel Partner
Local stakeholder

Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Trust

Development
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
Community Land

Meeting booked but
cancelled due to
lack of availability
of members on that
date.
9/12/15
-

27/11/15

7/11/15
-
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A note on Regulation 15
Viewing of Regulation 14 information and material:
Overall there were 1179 active views of information about Regulation 14. This includes 443
visits to the Hub to view the draft Order and 736 views of the draft Order on the Regulation
14 pages of the project website. Of these 443 visits to the hub and 233 visits to the draft
Order on a remote site from the Atmos Totnes website.
Viewing of Regulation 14 materials
1179 Total views of Regulation 14 information
443

Visits to the Atmos Totnes Hub

736

Online views of Regulation 14 pages on Atmos Totnes website

233

Viewings of Regulation 14 downloads information (via dropbox)

69

Number of downloads of objections/comment form

Comments and Objections
185 Responses: Objections and Comments
117 Objections
170

Comments

83

Unique people submitting Objections

Comments and objections logged for Regulation 14 consultation are included with
corresponding responses in the Consultation Statement, which forms part of the Community
Right to Build Order for Atmos Totnes.

Revisions to the draft Community Right to Build Order as a response to Regulation 14
Consultation are included within the draft Community Right to Build Order Regulation
15. These are presented to South Hams District Council as determined through
Neighbourhood Planning Regulations (2012) which includes Community Right to Build
Orders, which states:

Plan proposals
15.—(1) Where a qualifying body submits a plan proposal to the local planning authority, it
must include—
(a) a map or statement which identifies the area to which the proposed neighbourhood
development plan relates;
(b) a consultation statement;
(c) the proposed neighbourhood development plan; and
(d) a statement explaining how the proposed neighbourhood development plan meets the
requirements of paragraph 8 of Schedule 4B to the 1990 Act.
(2) In this regulation “consultation statement” means a document which—
(a) contains details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed
neighbourhood development plan;
(b) explains how they were consulted;
(c) summarises the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted; and
(d) describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant,
addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.

Drop-in event with draft Regulation 15 materials
A draft copy of the Community Right to Build Order Regulation 15 material was shown at a drop-in
event in the centre of Totnes on Saturday 23rd January 2016. 95 people from the community attended
this event. 41 of them were visiting specifically after having seen the plans during Regulation 14
consultation.
The response to revised draft Community Right to Build Order at this event was in the main positive
with the majority of people understanding how the design review and resulting plans respond to the
objections and comments from both community and statutory agencies during Regulation 14. This was
not a formal consultation session therefore people were directed to the forthcoming Regulation 16
consultation, to be held by South Hams District Council, to register any comments or objections on the
forthcoming formal submission of Regulation 15 material.
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